Realistic Utopias:
Writing for Change

Five new poems and stories on our rapidly
changing world.
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Foreword

Peter Gingold
Director, TippingPoint

Writing about climate change is hard. Traps await the naive or unwary: on the whole, readers do not want to be lectured,
and most don’t want yet another dystopia. In fact, many readers don’t want to touch the subject at all – a view captured
by a startlingly mature seventeen-year-old who, at a TippingPoint event, remarked ‘why is it that whenever
the subject of climate change comes up I feel weary?’
So, for these and many other reasons, it is a challenge. However, one thing we have seen very clearly is that over
the 12 years of TippingPoint’s life, writers’ and indeed all artists’ responses to the subject have grown far more
sophisticated and, both miraculously but also unsurprisingly, increased in their range and scope. The work in this
collection amply illustrates that.
How does a writer do it, then? Or, more precisely, how does a sense of immediate or impending suffering, which may
or may not come between the writer and sleep, find its way into his or her work? Here we have five new and utterly
convincing treatments of the subject.
While discussing challenges, I can’t resist posing a new one: Professor Mike Hume has recently suggested that the
Western expectation of a secure future, untroubled at least by a de-stabilised climate, may be a post-Enlightenment
luxury denied to our forebears, who lacked the leisure to think comfortably about the future. If that is true, our sense
of foreboding and despair might be seen as something of an indulgence; complex and rewarding artistic territory,
I would have thought.
These and many more questions are ones TippingPoint has been wrestling with throughout its existence, and which
in part led to the commissioning of the work in this volume.
There are, of course, no definitive answers. This collection presents five very individual approaches, from writers
whose experience of the subject is very varied, but all of whom have committed themselves deeply to their own
interpretation of the theme.
Darragh Martin, with a doff of the hat to both Roald Dahl and J. K. Rowling, gives us a delicious children’s story about
‘the shortest private detective in her school’. Emma Howell’s warm tale of the recent past – and by extension a possible
present or future – is founded on something rare in this type of work: love.
The fact that the UK has now experienced some extreme weather credibly linked to climate change is something
of a gift, albeit a bleak one, to the artist. Sarah Thomas builds on her own experience of recent floods to explore
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its impact. David Thorpe conjures up an all-too-believable near future in which colonial relationships, among other
things, are reversed. And in Doggerland Rising Justina Hart paints a poetic picture of an earlier generation facing
a challenge analogous to ours.
If there is a common theme to these five powerful pieces of writing it is that their scale is domestic. This most
grandiose and abstract subject is experienced at a very personal level, making its demands on the way we live
with partners – or with friends, neighbours and communities. This must be fruitful.
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Rainfall, Fell

Sarah Thomas
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Saturday 5th December 2015, 2pm. I am at my home on a fell in Cumbria. In the holly-decked living room I wrestle
trestle tables into a shape that will seat 24. Today I turn 35 and I am struggling with it a little - newly divorced and
wondering what comes now, apart from the next category of tick boxes on customer feedback surveys. I have decided
to mark the occasion nonetheless with a feast – a gathering of friends from near and far who I don’t have the opportunity
to see often. Defrosting in the kitchen is a shoulder of lamb bought from Esther, the shepherdess who keeps her flock just
the other side of the woods.
Outside the light is blue grey, the details of my beloved stomping ground faded and washed out. The thick stone walls
hush the rain, which continues to fall hard and fat as it has done for some days now.
I have lived on this fell since the summer, and have relished every moment of feeling that I dwell in the company of many
other beings: the badgers that activate the nightlight as they come to steal a hen, the cows that huff just behind the
fence, the sheep that bleat the morning in and provide winter sustenance. The trees that drip with haws and sloes
in autumn: fruits of the year’s story which I now have steeping in alcohol. I have swum in the tarn at the top of the fell
every month until October - languid summer soaking contracting into brief gasping plunges - to reiterate my connection
to this place. I have walked along the river Kent to the village many times to buy milk, post letters, or mostly, just to see
what the woods and the fields are doing; they the warp to my journeys’ weft.
I have made a point, while out on foot, of getting to know the neighbours who are at least a field distant in each
direction. Ian, our nearest to the north, lives in a barn dating from the thirteenth century. He has lived there for many
decades and is the kind of person you would want to have on side in a crisis. He and his wife do without mains electricity
and their water supply is run-off from the fell. He dedicates his time to inventing micro-hydro power schemes and saving
a lot of other people’s ‘waste’ from landfill.
The power goes out. I wonder if only our house is affected or the whole area. I get ahead of myself and call Ian to see if he
has a gas oven in his waste stores. This lamb needs cooking, even if candlelight would be a welcome detail for a dinner party.
“Have you got a power cut, Ian?” I ask, forgetting the obvious. They manage so well without mains power that I barely
notice its absence when I visit.
“A power cut? We don’t do power cuts, love.”
Of course not. Of course he has a spare gas oven too and we ponder the practicalities of getting it here: the field and his
track are both a quagmire. We agree to wait and see if the power comes back.
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I lay a table cloth. The phone rings. It’s my housemate, Jonny. On the way home from the station to collect the first
guest for the weekend - his brother Robbie - he has driven through a puddle much deeper than it looks. His car will not
start again. Our landlady Jackie goes to rescue them in her Land Rover. Dropping off two drenched brothers, she offers
her help again should we need it later: “What timing! I’ve never known this in the 25 years we’ve been here.”
The rain falls on, the volume increasing audibly. We need a plan B.
3pm. The power comes back. Everything feels possible again. I call each friend to ask them to converge at a safe
point, from which we will collect them in the Land Rover. This is beginning to feel a little epic, but it is important to gather;
moments which are becoming rarer these busy days, as we climb our broken runged career ladders, and have more
children, or don’t.
Jonny takes the reins with the lamb, rushing out in wellies just to pick some rosemary. I want to be in the kitchen
preparing food, enjoying that process of translating the fell into a meal which will feed our friends with the time and love
it took to exist. Instead I field endless phone calls.
The volume outside goes up some more, and we video the view from the living room – the path around the house
becoming a cascade now. The sky darkens. The phone rings again. Lancaster is flooding. They’re not sure it’s wise
to head out. The phone rings. It’s dodgy on the A69 from Newcastle – strong wind and rain, but they’ll keep persevering.
The phone rings. Dougie’s reached Carlisle but he’s turning back north while he still can. Tom and Nicole get the closest,
but by then even the A591, the main artery through the Lake District, is closed. They attempt to return home, a little
forlorn, with the vat of soup they had brought for the feast. We hear later that they could not make it back and slept
on the hard shoulder in their camper van, having found a rescue shelter to give the soup to.
8pm. We sit, just the three of us, the candles lit anyway and the lamb cooked, around 21 empty plates.
Later, I attempt sleep. In my attic bedroom, my body is coiled tightly under the duvet. I stare at the two skylights:
raucous squares of black. There cannot be any more water in the sky, but there is. Unaware of having gone to sleep,
in the middle of the night I am awoken by the sudden silence of the rain’s ceasing.
***
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The next morning it is unfathomably clear and still. Through my window, water drips off leaves, onto slate roof tiles - the
bright sky reflected in their wetness. The rapids around the house have reduced to a purposeful gurgle, slaves to gravity.
We decide to walk up the fell to survey the terrain. We take the shortest route, beside the beck which is in full spate.

The vernacular of its various waterfalls has coalesced into a roaring white noise. Midway up, as hawthorn hedgerow
gives way to grazing land we begin to get a view of the valley and the surrounding hills. The light is golden. It is as if this moment
has been preserved inside an antique glass dome, and all the escalating wind, rain and darkness of the previous days
has been a disturbing corner of our imaginations. But there are signs that it was real, and that it has been as bad
as we think.
As we ascend the hill a little further, the rotating blades of a rescue helicopter come crashing through our glass dome,
its red and white body hovering almost at eye level over the field beside our house, then a little further north over
Ian’s house. It stays there longer than I am comfortable with, so I call him. No reply. The smoke rising from his chimney
is reassuring. So we carry on, and so eventually does the helicopter. The river Kent has broken its banks around the
executive apartments which used to be a mill community, now a sanitised blip of blockish architecture in this landscape
of Cumbrian stone barns. Their golf course has become a dramatic extension of the mill pond. I wonder if the beck
by Ian’s house has also crept up to his front door. But if anybody knows how to sort out some flowing water, it’s Ian.
I’m confident he’ll be outside with a shovel.
The fields are empty of sheep, sodden and slippery. The ground beneath my feet is behaving in unfamiliar ways.
This grass monoculture has not held its world together. In many places the pale roots of the grass are exposed - combed
downhill, like coarse fur on the back of a great wet beast. The hill is so saturated that in places water squirts upwards
in fountains like an un-milked breast. Walking in wellies is slow as each step is a battle with suction. I must place my foot
for long enough to get a firm footing, but briefly enough not to sink deep. Finally, we reach the first tarn - a reservoir - and
see a raised outcrop clustered with dirty white bodies. All the sheep have found this small patch of firmer higher
ground, and cling to it, waiting. I wonder what the night was like for them, and for the otters in the river, and for the birds.
Especially the birds. Where did they go?
We reach the stile that takes us onto the high point. The tarn that we swim in nestles, as it always does, like an eye,
now dilated. From here we can see almost all around – west to the Langdales and Consiton Old Man, southeast to the
Howgills, and southwest to Arnside and Morecambe Bay – Heysham power station looming as two dark blocks
on the far horizon.
“There’s Windermere,” says Robbie.
It is true that Windermere is long and narrow. But it is not visible from here.
“No, that’s...the Lyth Valley!” The water has backed up as far as we can see.
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Kendal, in the distance to the south is a morass of buildings and water, the whites and greys of each indistinguishable
from the other. We photograph this new order of things, each click of the shutter like a reiteration of disbelief. We say little
to each other. The wind begins to bite at our jackets and silently we decide to return to the warmth of the wood burner.
Coming back to the house we see that the mosaic of tarmac and concrete that made up the track has been mostly
washed away leaving a terrain of jagged escarpments and wadis; a ravaged landscape in miniature. The road at the
bottom, the route into the nearest village one way and Kendal the other, is awash with vast puddles and potholes
of unknown depths. With only my small Volkswagen left, we know we are stranded as far as work or shopping goes.
Surprisingly, the internet, mobile network and power are all working. Robbie takes to checking the news and
twitter feeds almost constantly on his phone. He shows us a Sky News video where the Lyth Valley is featured
in international news, perhaps for the first time. There too the sheep are all clustered on a narrow raised finger
of higher ground, marooned in a long valley of water, confused. Robbie is wondering how and when he will get
home to London. The trains are not running. With increasing desperation, he looks for news that will tell him
something different. Glued to the sofa, he grips his phone, stares and jiggles his knee, occasionally reporting
tidbits of news to me and Jonny, who continue preparing lunch.
Further south, Lancaster too is under several feet of water and without power. All the ATMs are down, and the shops
can’t open because the tills are electric. Everything is electric. Over the course of the day I receive texts and calls from
friends there who couldn’t make it last night. Despite the power cut and obvious devastation they are enjoying
the community spirit; the fact that the only places that have managed to stay open are the whole food co-op and the
Robert Gillow pub, which has extended its nightly acoustic sessions to be an ongoing acoustic session by candlelight.
The Moroccan man from the market has set up his cous cous and tagine cart on the corner of Westbourne Road, back
from the river, and is doing a roaring trade.
“We should have planned power cuts at least once a month so we can get better at this,” my friend Maia suggests
at the end of a crackly phone line.
We put lunch in front of Robbie. He continues to stare at his phone and jiggle his knee. It is beginning to annoy me. Robbie
always says how much he would love to live up here. This stripping down of options is an opportunity to spend much
longed for time with his brother, but he’s not using it well.
“You won’t be going anywhere today. Maybe even tomorrow,” Jonny tells him. “But it’s international news. Your
work will understand!”
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Sunday darkens and ends. Monday looks similar to Sunday, though Jonny and I begin to watch the news in more detail
as we realise we shall not be able to reach friends to help them. Online, we see landscapes and villages we know well
made strange by their new shapes. Beside Thirlmere the A591 has washed away completely, separating Grasmere and
Keswick. It will be closed for many months. The drive of twenty minutes between the two villages will now take two and
a half hours, via the M6 motorway.
Closer to home, sewage pipes have erupted into the floodwater along the A6 into Kendal. Businesses are closed and
bridges are cordoned off. We would like to go and help flood victims but it’s gridlock into Kendal and the news warns
against non-essential travel. We hear of the community pulling together to help each other and feel bereft not to be able
to participate. We are marooned, made an island.
We read on the BBC news website that a local man has died:

Sunday 6 Dec 2015
A body has been found by search teams looking for a man who fell into a river as Storm Desmond battered Cumbria.
Emergency services were alerted to a possible sighting of an elderly man going into the River Kent, at Staveley Road
in Kendal, at 10:00 GMT on Sunday. Cumbria Police said a body had now been recovered from a tributary of the river, and
formal identification would take place in due course. 1
***
Tuesday 8th December. Robbie finally reads the words he has been so urgently seeking: the West Coast Main Line
is open. The relief is tangible for all of us as the grip begins to loosen. Paul, our landlord, offers to take Robbie to the
station in his four wheel drive. We go with them to see what our nearby looks like now. Garden fences are snagged with
debris about three feet off the ground. People are bringing the soiled contents of their homes outside to be collected
by the council: furniture, floorboards and household items heaping on the pavement without discrimination.
“They’ll be claiming for all that on insurance,” Paul nods. “They said on the radio that everything touched by water has
to come out in case of contamination.”
A mud-sprayed Land Rover approaches from the opposite direction and both drivers slow to a halt, winding down their
windows. I do not recognise the man.
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“Mornin’.” he says. “Have you heard about Bernie?”
“No, what’s happened?” Paul leans outwards.
“He’s the one dead. Drowned in the beck Sunday morning.”
Paul’s face smarts.
“Aye. Funeral’s next Wednesday. Skelsmergh.”
“Jackie and I will do our best to get along.”
The Landrover man lifts a finger off the steering wheel, nods solemnly in acknowledgment and pulls away.
“Who’s that then?” I ask.
“Oh that’s Gerry, the one who lives in that tin house on the hill. The red squirrel man.”
“I mean, who’s dead?”
“Oh. Bernie. At Forest Nook. The place up beyond Ian’s. Indomitable man. He’s left a widow.”
I try to configure the landscape in my head.
“Forest Nook. I’ve noticed that place on the OS map but I’ve never actually come across it.”
“Aye it is a bit tucked away in some trees.” Paul shakes his head as he shifts the gear into first, then continues driving
towards Oxenholme at a steady pace for observation.
Scraps of black hay bale plastic and shopping bags flutter high up in the trees, lining the river Kent like mournful
bunting.The light is low and bright and for now the road’s appearance is the inverse of familiar: ribbons of reflected
silver sky dotted with tarmac puddles.
“That’ll be what the rescue helicopter was about on Sunday,” I say to Jonny.
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I feel as if Forest Nook has become the epicentre of an undeniable reality. Houses flood, creatures die. I wish it were
different, but it is when there is a human death, and a particular human at that, that perceptions begin to shift rather
than twitch. I wonder what changes may come of this.
								 * * *
Sunday 11th January 2016. Jonny and I are out for our Sabbath walk. Neither of us are religious - but we feel it is important
at least once a week, to spend a whole day not looking at any screens and giving time to activities that are nurturing
and quiet. Since the roads and bridges closed and travelling by car has become more hassle than it is worth, this has
also come to mean activities that are nearby; walkable. The fields are still a mire, slippery on the surface, but the
whole mass of the hill no longer feels like a giant jelly. Lone daffodils nod, asynchronous, at the waysides. We walk
up the old pack horse route beyond our neighbour Ian’s house and the path that a month ago was a river, has
exposed its time-worn stones again. We reach a point above a cluster of evergreens that correspond with Forest
Nook on the OS map – that place from which the crack of a loss echoes outwards. In the dark green everything we
notice a pale movement down by a gate into the trees. Looking closer we see it is a wisp of a woman looking out
onto the fell, propped up by a decaying gate, her sheepdog circling her ankles.
“That’ll be Bernie’s widow.”
The house must have been among the trees all these times I’ve walked past. I have heard from various others that the
people who live here don’t take kindly to people walking through, even though it is a public right of way. So I haven’t
made a point of it. Now I know that one of them has gone, and this woman must be going through untold loneliness.
It is not an ideal time to find out how true the legends are, but I feel it would be unkind to do anything other than greet
her. We approach her and I wave from a distance. As I near the gate, I can see she is a woman of poise with the energy
sucked out of her. Her fine grey hair is pinned up neatly on top of her head. She drowns in an oversized jacket dirtied
by manual work and her navy polyester trousers are tucked into her wellies.
“Hello,” I say. “We’re your neighbours from a few fields that way. Sarah and Jonny.”
“Oh right. Hello. Sylvia.” She tries to muster some cordiality and meets our gaze through her glasses.
“I’m very sorry about what happened. How are you faring?”
She seems at once surprised to be having this conversation with a stranger but glad that I have asked.
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“Well, you know. It’s hard, but I’m managing.”
“Do you need anything getting from the shops, or any help? We’re really happy to help,” we offer.
“No, no. I’ve got a big chest freezer and a car. I’ll be fine for food, thank you.”
***
Some days later we have a weekend of snow. It makes everything feel pure again, covering up the devastated
skin of the hill with a fine winter coat. The sky is blue. Birds perch on bare branches. The sun shines on the white
undulations of our newly shrunken nearby. Most refreshingly, the frozen ground is solid underfoot, and we know
we can stride again. I also know that there is no way Sylvia will be able to get out of her farm. Her drive snakes out
at a forty five degree incline and when there is frost it will be treacherous. I get her some oranges next time I go shopping.
I return to that gate, and step through into the evergreens, knowing that it’s likely safe to enter this world of hers in the
circumstances. I knock at her yellow door. She opens it and without a word I hold up the bag of oranges. She looks
at me, and cracks a smile.
“Thought you could use something fresh.”
“Oh thank you. That’s very kind. I’ve been eating what’s in the freezer. Will you come in?”
“Thanks, I’d love to.” I begin to remove my wellies.
“Oh don’t worry about that. I don’t keep a very clean household.”
I step into a carpeted, low ceilinged living room that I am sure has not changed much in several decades. There are
two old sheepdogs, Alfie and Shep, whose working days are clearly long finished. They bark and wag their tails, not
sure whether to protect or to be excited at new company. The room is ordered and tidy but not precious.
“Do sit down. Cup of tea?”
Sylvia does not wait for a response and busies herself in the kitchen. I sit on the sofa and Alfie comes and places his
head on my lap, staring at me as if to say, “It’s been tough round here.”
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This is clearly an old house: seventeenth century perhaps. The walls are uneven and from here it looks like a dwelling
of nooks and slow evolutions built upon changing needs. The ceiling beams are hung with horse brasses. There is an old
oak dresser lined with fine crockery: the kind that never gets used but was probably inherited. On the middle shelf
is a framed photo of Sylvia and Bernie in their younger years.
Sylvia comes in with two cups of tea.
“How long have you been here Sylvia?”
“Oh about fifty years.”
I can hardly fathom a life that allows a person to stay in one place, let alone one house, for so long.
“You must know every little detail.”
“I know a bit, yes.” She goes back into the kitchen and returns with some biscuits.
Her shelves are lined with books that speak of this place. I scan their spines, hoping she might let me borrow some
one day. The Green Lanes: A Westmoreland Childhood; How to Know Trees; A Lakeland Valley Through Time; Frosty,
Foddered On the Fell: Diaries of a Westmoreland Farmer 1868 -1914.
“What was it like when you came here?”
Sylvia settles herself opposite me in an armchair which encloses her like a bud.
“Well, we bought the farm in ‘67, and the hill was absolutely covered in bracken back then. Not our bit; but all the way
up beyond the stone wall. The people who we bought it off... Mrs. Laithwaite... she was a mine of information that woman!
Her parents had bought it in the early 1900s. Covered in Scots pine then. They cut it down to pay for the farm. A bit
drastic, but that’s what they did.”
“Must be a blessing to get a place off someone who knows it so well themselves.”
“They were real country folk the Laithwaites. They’d always been in this area. They knew everything and everybody.
I had some wonderful conversations with them. Should’ve recorded it. Great shame we didn’t.” She holds out the plate.
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I reach for a biscuit and try to push Alfie’s head off my lap. His bad breath is getting to me.
“I’m with you on that one. You can’t get knowledge back once it’s lost.”
“And how did you end up living around here?”
“I saw an advert for the cottage in the Westmoreland Gazette. It’s the name that caught my eye: ‘Ulfhowe’. I knew it meant
‘Hill of the Wolves’ in Old Norse. It feels connected to a time when it was much wilder; covered in forest maybe.”
“You’re very lucky to find somewhere. Folks round here have been here a long time.”
“I know. I’m renting but I couldn’t be happier. I remember walking past the house at Birkfield a few years ago when it was
for sale, dreaming that I had money to buy a house. Then I end up living in this patch in different circumstances.”
“Oh you should see what the people who’ve bought Birkfield have done. It’s stupid.”
“What?”
“Well they wanted that...under floor heating didn’t they? So they dug the floor down – it was just stone flags
on soil – to lay the pipes. And they ended up in 3 foot of water. Birk in local dialect means stream. Birk-field...is a field
with a stream through it. So you don’t want to be digging below floor level in a house that’s been there just fine since
the 1600s.”
We chuckle at each other through the steam from our tea.
“So what do you do?”
“I’m a writer.”
“I love books.” She beams a smile that wilts quickly: “Not that I’ve done much reading since Bernie died. I can’t concentrate
on words for very long at the moment. And there’s been so much to sort out.”
“I can imagine. Trouble is, reading and writing mean I spend a lot of time sat down. Please just ask if you need help
with anything, especially outdoor work, won’t you? I could really do with that.”
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“Oh, well. If it’s like that...you could muck out the stables.” Sylvia looks delighted at the prospect. “Bernie loved those
horses – we’ve only two of them now.” Her face drops. “He made me promise I’d care for them if he went. Molly - he
used to talk to her - she died of heartbreak about 3 weeks after he died. Gave up.” She takes a sip of her tea, and
the steam momentarily clouds her glasses.
“Gosh it’s been quite a winter for you hasn’t it?”
“Could say that.”
We drop into silence as she retreats into the pooling memories inside her own head. I become aware of the gentle
ticking of the clock as birds’ wings purr around the bird feeders outside.
She re-emerges. “Aye, it is hard work barrowing manure up onto the midden, especially when the hill’s so sodden like
it has been. The barrow goes sliding all over the place! In fifty years I’ve never seen it as wet as this.”
“Do you ever remember the Kent flooding before?”
“Oh yes. Kentmere has a very heavy rainfall. And the water...the way it congregates into one stream and comes down
the valley extremely quickly. But usually it goes down as quickly. But those rains were unheard of. We’d noticed the
beck getting higher quicker and more frequently. Spent a lot of time cleaning out branches down by the bridge there,
to let the water flow on. ”
“How old are you Sylvia?”
“78.”
“Blimey! Well Jonny and I can both help with mucking out. When do you do it?”
“Seven o’clock each morning. It’s not so bad... actually helped my arthritis all that moving around.”
“Seven? It’s not light by then!”
“The longer you leave it the more muck there is.”
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Only this would have me out before dawn. “True. If it’s helping your arthritis we’ll just do it some days. 7 on Tuesday?”

“If you’re sure?”
On Tuesday I walk through the dark and rain of six thirty a.m. across three fields to Forest Nook. The thawed earth is slippery again.
I knock at the door. There is no reply. I knock again and eventually a dishevelled Sylvia opens the door. I have clearly woken her.
“Oh. You’ve come.”
“Of course I have. I said I would.”
***
For the next few months Jonny and I each go round at least one morning a week. I get into a rhythm: arrive as the
sun is newly risen. The dogs bark at my approach. Sylvia comes to the door and pulls on her wellies. Put an armful
of hay in two crates out in the yard and lead the horses, Hamish and Pony, to them. Sylvia gets on and feeds the hens
and the ducks. With a shovel scrape horse manure from the cobbled floor of the stable into a battered old wheelbarrow.
Scatter the floor with sawdust and make sure there is fresh water in their troughs. Wheel the barrow up the slope
to an increasingly large pile. Have a cup of tea and chat.
I enjoy having this reason to be outside so early and as the winter progresses into spring the mornings get brighter.
The mood also gets lighter. Sylvia thrives on the company and new influences. I thrive from the grounding force
of knowing somebody who has seen life. She is observant and caring towards wildlife and her own animals alike.
I notice that since the floods, even when the roads open again, I avoid going into town where possible. I have grown
to love staying on the fell. The repetitiousness of my pattern of movement – walking to Ian’s some days and Sylvia’s
on others, up to the tarn, down to the woods – allows me to observe the incremental changes in the vegetation,
the behaviour of the buzzards, the flow of the river as it responds to the changing weather.
“Sylvia,” I say to her one day over a cup of tea. “I’m worried I’m becoming a hermit.”
“Well I wouldn’t worry about it. Not if you like it!”
Her yard is a clutter of flowerpots and bird feeders, and as her grief dissipates she begins to express herself with potted
plants from Aldi. We exchange books and magazines to do with nature and local history, and she gives us a load
of meat from her freezer. Though she does not have her own sheep anymore she often helps Esther the shepherdess,
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as she always has done, but more so now. She adopts and bottle-feeds five of Esther’s lambs whose mothers had
triplets: one too many to feed with two teets.
In mid-March we have a spell of unseasonably hot weather. It allows Sylvia to put the horses out to graze by early April,
a carpet of wild flowers around their hooves. We are not needed to muck out the stables any more, but she still likes
a visit. I miss our morning rituals but it is reassuring to see her getting round to tasks and clear outs that she has long
awaited the freedom, time and mood to do. It feels like a new chapter.
In April there is an unexpected week of ice and snow, but the horses do not want to come in.
One afternoon in early May, Sylvia is not outside when I arrive. Instead she answers the door looking uncharacteristically
glum. She guides me to my place on the sofa and sniffs her jumper.
“Sorry. I’ve been scrubbing sheep’s bottoms,” she says with a half smile.
She disappears into the kitchen and emerges with a cup of tea.
“What’s wrong?” I say.
“Oh can you tell?” She perches on the armchair. “It was the inquest the other day. It took me right through it all again.”
She hands me the write-up in the local paper:

A farmer who died during the December floods was held under a bridge by an oil drum...The hearing was told that he was
attempting to clear debris from under the bridge when he became trapped by the steel barrel. Rescue crews could not
retrieve his body until the following day, the inquest heard...In the morning of December 7, crews managed to dislodge
the oil drum with a pulley system. It flowed from the bridge to a metal gate that had been put in place to stop any
potential body from passing. Mr. Woodbridge’s body was still wrapped around the drum as it came loose... 2
“He wasn’t a farmer,” Sylvia huffs. “I’m the farmer. They could have got that bit right. People have been coming and
snooping around since that. They don’t even say hello!” She stares into the middle distance. “I know I look alright when
you come and visit. But it’s the nights I find hard. I put the radio on sometimes but it’s all so horrible what’s on there too.”
It feels as if the time has come that she wants to talk about it. But I sense it might come out piecemeal.
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“He’d had his porridge and said, “We better get out and see about this beck.” We hadn’t done the horses or anything.
The horses went without food all day.” She holds a biscuit suspended midway between plate and mouth and tries
to keep her composure. “That barrel. It had come down the valley from somewhere. It wasn’t ours.”
***
Monday 17th October 2016. Sylvia warned me a few days ago not to come round this week: Pony is being put down.
The gentle white beast is old, and suffering from laminitis and now keratoma – a tumour that causes lameness. To fix
it, Sylvia told me, Pony would need half her hoof removed and to stay inside for about a year, until it had regrown.
“That’s a miserable existence for a horse,” she said, her head hung low. What she did not say, is that a horse indoors
means a lot of expense for hay, and a lot of muck that needs barrowing.
I know that Sylvia meant she would like a visit, but would not be in a good mood. We are past that, but there will always
be the Cumbrian farmer in her who has to put on a brave face. I take a bunch of orange calendula to cheer her up. She
is not in, so I go to the field where the geese and Hamish the horse are. I see the large patch of newly dug earth, digger
tracks around it. Here lies Pony. I consider laying the flowers on the grave but Hamish is watching me and he will only
eat them. When I walk back past the house Sylvia has just returned from up the hill.
Her face lights up. “My favourite!”
I have mixed in some St. John’s Wort from my garden. “They’re medicinal,” she says, pointing at its delicate yellow blossoms.
“Anti-depressant.”
She pretends to munch them straight off the stem.
She has just got back from scrubbing Esther’s sheep’s bottoms again. It’s the time of year. They are being readied
for the slaughter house. We have put in an order for half a Welsh Black with Esther.
“They’ll be ready in about a week. Do you want some lamb for the meantime?” Sylvia asks.
She sends me away with a frozen shoulder from last year.
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It is a beautiful bright morning. I know I need to make the most of this weather. I walk back along the river Kent through the
flat pasture. Cows stand knee deep in mud as they come to drink from a pond that has formed in the field. Underfoot, it has
never felt that last winter’s rain has drained far. Over a stile I see an elderly man with a flat cap leaning on his walking stick
in the way that farmers do, looking intently at the other side of the river. There is a digger at work on the opposite bank.
I approach him. “Excuse me. Do you know what they are doing?”
“Digging out the concrete bank they built before to make the water flow away quicker. They’ve realised this flood plain
exists for a reason.”
“And who are ‘they’?”
“Environment Agency, I believe.”
The shared experience of the flood’s aftermath has made local people talk openly, and take a keen interest in what
is being done to mitigate a recurrence. He tells me he’s retired now but used to work the topmost farm in the valley.
His longing for the place is visible. “Used to be ten farmers in that valley. Now it’s just my brother. It’s tough. They’re
always changing the regulations. But it was so quiet up there. Beautiful.”
I stop by at Ian’s on the way home. He tells me Esther has more plums and apples than she knows what to do with and
we’ve been asked to help ourselves. He sends me off with two carrier bags and I go up there directly. Returning home
laden, I set to making some crumbles.
***
A few days later I am browsing in the furniture warehouse charity shop in Kendal.
“You don’t need it!” a man’s voice shouts across the shop floor as I eye up some shelves.
I look up. It’s Ian. “Well that’s rich coming from you! What are you doing here? You’ve got everything in your barn.”
“Come to collect my firewood. I’ve got a special arrangement...furniture that’s too broken to sell,” he explains with
a sparkle in his eyes. Ian has so many networks operating in the fabric of his existence. It astonishes me still.
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“Are you going to this Flood Resilience thing at the town hall?” I ask.

“It’s all bollocks.”
“What do you mean?”
“Come round tomorrow and I’ll tell you.”
I take my morning walk to Ian’s in the autumn sunshine, a freshly made apple crumble in hand. The colours are dazzling
and all the trees are dripping in their fruits, much more than I remember from last autumn. I pass fountains of haws,
acorns, sloes and crab apples showering to the ground. I knock at the open door. As usual, he is there in his tiny
flagstoned living room loading his wood burner with broken furniture.
“Morning love. How is herself doing?” He gets up and rummages in a chest.
“Good thanks.”
“Coffee?” he offers, placing a pile of paperwork in front of me.
“Can I just have water?”
“Well it’ll have to be boiled water anyway because of the liver fluke, love.”
I go for the coffee and make myself comfortable. Ian’s stories are never short. I admire his wisdom and resourcefulness
greatly, so I have learned to stay the distance. He has helped me on many occasions with practical things and
so capable is he, that all I have found to do in return is keep him in crumble.
The kettle begins to hiss, then rumble.
“Right. Back in February, we applied for a Flood Relief grant. They sent a consultant round. I showed him where the
water had come in the kitchen in December and what the cause of it was. “Leave it with me,” he said.”
He stirs some sugar into my coffee even though I haven’t asked for any.
“What was the exact cause of it then?” I ask.
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He puts my coffee on the table and assumes his storytelling position by the fire.

“When all that water was running back in December, a whole line of artesian wells sprung up, where water was shooting
vertically up out of the ground about a meter high. The way the geology of this fell is, there’s limestone underneath,
buried at an angle of about 45 degrees, and sandstone on top. And the ridge comes along here.” He jabs at the
floor beneath his feet with his hands. “With all that water there was up on the top of the fell, squeezing out of the joints
between the limestone and the sandstone, it opened out a series of artesian wells that probably hadn’t been opened
out for hundreds of years.”
He begins to load some rolling paper with tobacco.
“Now we know that artesian wells can move around, obviously.” His pool blue eyes dart a knowing look from under his
thick grey canopies of eyebrows. “It depends on the circumstances. Five years ago we had one spring up in that corner
of the garden.” He points just outside the window at the top of the slope. “So I dug a hole - about six feet deep and filled
it with broken glass. Then I dug a trench down the garden across the plot and down to the stream. And that drained
that one.” He licks the rolling paper and curls it tight shut. “Last December the whole series moved down this way about
a metre, resulting in the one under the kitchen. So when all that rain was on I went out there, dug a trench, and brayed
an iron bar under the sink. Wiggled it about and created a slot for the water to gush out, which it duly did. And that
drained that.” He lights the cigarette and takes a long drag. “What I want to do is put another drain in about a meter
below that one.”
I take a gulp of coffee, and think back to that day. I had known he would be outside with a shovel, sorting himself out
with the barest of essentials and the most pragmatic of solutions. “How do you know this stuff Ian?”
“Well I live here don’t I? Now then, when the consultant man was here, I had told him what I had done, and what I would
be continuing to do, which was to put a hole under the house. Like I told you, we enquired about funding for that. “Yes”,
they said. But what they sent back was a proposal to put a hole under the sink with an electric pump in it to pump the
water out. It’s nonsense. We’re in a house without electricity. The last thing we want is an electric pump when gravity
can do the job. I pointed this out and do you know what they said?: “We’re permitted to fund a generator.” We’ve got
a fucking generator. It’s not the point.
They effectively said, “We are DEFRA and we know best.” I just refused. Then I went to that Flood Relief event yesterday
at the town hall. It was a DEFRA thing where you can go and talk to the ‘experts’. I asked them why they were insisting
on this other solution. Turns out it is because they are only permitted to do works that take place inside the walls
of the dwelling. My solution is outside. It’s nonsense to spend thousands of pounds of taxpayers’ money installing
something inappropriate.”
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I reach over to use some of his tobacco. “What about Cumbria Action for Sustainability? Can they help?”
“They rely on money from DEFRA as well, but it’s all conditional upon doing works inside the dwelling. If you want a laugh
you should read the correspondence. There’s a £5000 grant available and they have come up with a way of spending
£1500 of it which is this. First of all, look at the date on that.”
I look at the pile of papers he has put in front of me. There is a letter from South Lakeland District Council.
“7 September 2016.”
“Exactly. It was February when their consultant came round.” He takes a long last drag on his roll up.

Dear Sir,
We are pleased to confirm that your proposal is within the scope of the grant scheme and will award a sum of £1155.96
to cover the proposed works. Please note that the survey fee of £360 has already been settled from the maximum
available grant of £5000.
“It’s not my proposal, it’s their proposal,” Ian reiterates. “Mine would cost significantly less than a thousand.”
I look at the attached quotation from the UK Flood Defence Alliance. At the top of the page is their logo: three pink
shields half submerged in wavy blue lines. 500 The Broadway, London, N10 1BT.
QUOTATION
Water resistant masonry treatment 				1		£300.00
40mm Push Fit Non Return Valve				
1		
£38.75
Supply of a Pedrollo TOP 1-FLOOR Puddle Pump		
1		
£299.00
110mm Push FIT Non Return Valve into existing		
1		
£148.75
Sealing of Cable and Pipe Entry Points as required		
1		
£176.80
VAT											£192.66
TOTAL DUE										£1155.96
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“It’s something you would expect from people who really don’t understand the job. These so called experts have
no practical experience at all. Effectively what they are is salesmen for flood gates and stuff like that. Hot water
bottle salesmen I call them. Which is of no particular interest to where we’re trying to get to.”
Finally he falls silent. He loads some more broken furniture onto the fire. Our ears tune back to the gurgling beck below
the house and the buzzard’s cry outside.
“That buzzard’s lonely,” he says. “I listen to him all day. His parents have buggered off wherever it is they go. He found
a mate at one point. But she can’t have been good enough, because he’s on his own again now.”
He stands up to boil some more water.
“There’s your pie dish from last time by the way. Thank you it was lovely.”
***
All of us know that the most essential act of flood resilience has been to help each other; each of us weaving a thread
in a collective web. Even if we are marooned, we need not become islands. In the place of her loss, Sylvia’s world has
opened out infinitely. Her solitude is now chosen. Ian manages as he always has, and continues to help his neighbours and
redistribute other people’s unwanted goods. Forced to move around on foot for a while, Jonny and I have become more
intimate with our terrain than we might have done in only a year, and found common ground with people very different
from ourselves. Now we choose to stay near home as much as possible. Our relationship with this fell gives us more
than anything, or anywhere, else. Whenever I have been away, I do not feel I have truly arrived home before taking
a walk across the field, past the sheep and the birds that make their home in the hedgerows, to Ian’s chimney smoke
beacon, feeling the changing textures of the ground beneath my feet. And then on along the beck that took Bernie’s life,
listening to its tune which tells of the weather that has been, and what the fell might have in store; past the hawthorn
and the blackthorn trees to Sylvia’s, where there is always a cup of tea one minute from ready.

This piece is based on real events in the author’s life. Some names and locations have been changed to protect the
protagonists’ identities.
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Thrift: A Love Story
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‘Take what you have and make it beautiful,’ my grandmother would say, and somehow, she always did. From misshapen
carrots and the last windfall to ripped school dresses and fraying sweaters: she was an artist, transforming the everyday,
the neglected and discarded into something delicious, desirable, precious. Patchwork quilts, French apple tart, carrot
and coriander soup, lavender bags and draft excluders. As a child, it made me believe in magic and I would close my
eyes when I walked through the door, letting the scent of lavender and dreams engulf me.
I have travelled full circle, back to that house of my childhood, the landscape I turned my back on more than thirty years
ago. Alone, drinking black coffee from a flask, sitting in this kitchen, the Formica table a scourge of scars from chopping
knives and scorching saucepans, it is as if I never left. The chipped, stained mugs hang untouched from hooks (‘mugs
if you’re in the garden’); Crawford’s biscuit selection tins saved and stacked in cupboards waiting for cakes and pies
which will never be cooked; an apron with the now faded plumage of ‘Birds of the British Isles’ hung on the back of the
door, and for a moment, they are with me again. My grandparents. My sanctuary. Faint echoes of lavender and rosemary
reminding me I’m home.
Home. Where the heart and the heartbreak is.

‘Only one thing for that. Heartsease, love lies a bleeding, love in idleness.’
My grandmother would have reeled off the endless names for the small purple pansy, reminding me always, ‘a cure
for ills of the heart, grief, sadness – my mother said given time, it could even mend a broken heart.’ If only…
I don’t know how to begin packing their lives into my rucksack so I peep under the teapot for the back door key
to escape the emptiness. Time plays tricks and conveniently edits what we choose not to remember, and for
me, it is always summer in that garden; flask in hand, I take my place on the bench, no longer needing to stretch
my toes to reach the low wall of my grandmother’s flower bed.
This garden was always filled with life. As a child I never visited a nature reserve but I watched jays, blackbirds,
fieldfares and goldfinches; the cackling green woodpecker probing the lawn for ants, the chaffinches and greenfinches
stripping the seed heads from sunflowers and teasels, starlings and magpies taking whatever they found. In the heat
of the afternoon I would sit and count basking butterflies: brimstones, peacocks, red admirals, painted ladies, green
veined whites, gatekeepers and common blues.
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In the dusk, legs aching, we sat here eating tomatoes from the greenhouse, bread warm from the oven and strawberry
tarts sticky with sweetness. My grandfather would put his finger to his lips as the vixen and her cubs emerged from the
no-man’s land at the back of the shed to play and hunt, the mother gratefully scavenging whatever scraps she could find.

Balmy evenings in August and the three of us were bewitched by dancing bats as they arced overhead and we charted
the progress of the hedgehog who meandered through Manchester Drive, drinking from the pond and stealing
raspberries. His arrival would herald a percussion of splashes as wary frogs and toads dived into the water, leaving
the hedgehog surrounded by a halo of dragon and damselflies.
But for my grandparents, the garden was more than the veg for the evening meal or the fruit for a pot of jam; it was
a declaration of love.
Taken from rural Suffolk to fit rivets in a munitions factory near the end of the war, my grandmother, Mary, had married
Charlie, the apprentice engineer who serviced the machines. Married without ceremony at Chelmsford Registry Office,
she found herself transplanted to one of the homes hastily built in Essex to house the influx of workers. She was
hemmed in by houses, fenced in by concrete, the cornfields of her childhood replaced with a green square of newly
seeded lawn.
‘You’re the only good thing to come outa this bloody war’, he would tell her, and leaving Suffolk behind for good, they
arrived in Southend. They clung to each other. Both of them had lost people dear to them, and like so many, they had
to believe Mr Churchill and the politicians who promised their children’s future would be brighter due to the
sacrifices they had made.
Love has many guises and my grandfather was a practical man who set about romance with the vigour he applied
to all tasks. He dug, he raked, he hoed, he begged, he borrowed and quite probably stole. Gathering a handful of seeds
from gardens as he walked at dawn to work at the dairy and buying one or two bulbs a week, he planted. He was a man who
had the ability to dream, and together they imagined their own world within the prefab walls.
Knowing how homesick his young wife was for the landscape of her childhood, Charlie threw his efforts into their
garden, taking her back to the country lanes and tumbling flower beds she missed so much. They may have been sitting
on packing crates, but now Mary opened the back door onto flowers: snowdrops and bluebells, cowslips and violets,
lily of the valley, lavender and an archway of honeysuckle, laburnum and roses, fashioned from joists my grandfather
had liberated from a pile waiting to be sold to the rag-and-bone man.
‘Take what you have and make it beautiful,’ whispered Mary, and together, they did.
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Gradually the house was filled with foundling furniture Charlie happened upon, and while he sanded and varnished,
Mary would sew covers and cushions, curtains and counterpanes. The necessities of a life. They planted a plum,
an apple and pear tree but Charlie always managed to find armfuls of windfalls while they waited for them to grow.

When the old TB hospital was demolished and replaced with a parade of shops, Charlie wrapped panes of glass
in the discarded blankets and dragged them home to fashion a greenhouse and cloches. They would work side by side,
in easy silence, removing the stones and rubble the builders had left, and over the years, their garden grew.
In that garden I witnessed how love could be a tomato ripe as sunset held in the palm of an earth-browned hand,
the gift of summer’s first strawberry, or the promise held in green shoots as each year the lily of the valley returned.
I have travelled through life with the knowledge sown in that garden. I look up and see a mackerel sky, not long wet
not long dry. I notice hawthorn buds and know they will blossom for May Day, I keep watch on foam-white elder and wait
for the berries to ripen for wine, and I guard the secrets of the blackthorns and their sloes (which must be picked before
the first frost and painstakingly pricked one by one for the purple gin of Christmas). When it has been dry for days
I instinctively search the night sky for a ring around the moon to signal rain; in the autumn I know when stars are
so bright that a frost must fall, and on cold nights I still listen for the peculiar silence of snow. All this is as much a part
of me as my children are.
Abandoned for a season, the garden is feral: roses and honeysuckles rampage unchecked, the prowling arms of bramble
infiltrating the blooms. Rogue seeds from previous years have seized the chance to germinate, and already stems
of beans intuitively wind around the canes. The lawn is unmown and instead, the grass is flattened from tracks
of the foxes who still live here.
I smile to myself, the unkempt cottage garden, so on trend. Someone will move into this house and find it waiting,
ready-made: The Secret Garden, abandoned for the moment, waits to be discovered.
My grandfather, a man with unerring faith in humanity and a love of science, was right after all; the world did catch
up and the future could indeed be beautiful – you just had to decide to make it happen. And together, they had – but
it was not just a garden they had built; they were conspirators in a shared endeavour. You see, in this garden you
could step back and forwards in time, glimpsing a once imagined future which has now dawned, a living time capsule
holding the remnants of rebellion.
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As the estate agent showed prospective buyers around, I wonder if any of them glanced curiously at the roof or paused
for a few moments reading the pieces of paper still tacked to the garage walls; perhaps they knelt admiring the pond
and from the corner of their eye noticed something like a propeller attached to the roof of the shed. After all, dig deep
enough in any garden and you’re bound to find something of its past, from lost pennies and broken china to bones and
buried treasure. The only difference is, in this garden I know where to look. The sun warms my face, I let myself drift
and I remember, a child of the 70’s once more.

***
1975 and a quiet revolution was already well underway and unnoticed in Manchester Drive.
They were an unlikely band of pioneers, and what started as conversations over the fence in the late 40’s and 50’s
blossomed through the years into friendship and action. One way or another, all of them had been battered by the war
and ended up, flotsam and jetsam, washed up on the shores of Southend, far away from the remnants of their families,
some with no family left at all. Bombed out of London and sent to work in the factories, they had only one another and
an unwavering sense of optimism of all that lay ahead. Without design or planning committee, the four neighbouring
houses developed their own community, motivated by necessity and tight budgets rather than a mission statement.
Frank owned a wheelbarrow; Marshall had an extendable ladder; my grandfather, Charlie, had all manner of lathes and
chisels; and Brian had the sack trolley for collecting the latest discarded, abandoned or unclaimed item one of them
had spotted on their travels. Scaffolding poles, railway sleepers, empty oil drums, kitchen sinks, panes of glass and
window frames: anything and everything could and would be used.
This happenstance community was out of step with most of their neighbours. Across suburban Southend, nature was under
attack. Middle-aged men in short sleeved shirts pumped weed-killer with religious fervour, lurid orange Flymo shaved
lawns within a millimetre of their lives, and confusing the pallid Thames Estuary body with the toned abs of Bondai
Beach, they stripped off and ripped out front gardens, replacing turf with crazy paving for first, second and third cars.
As tonnes of concrete was poured into patios in the quest for the ‘no maintenance garden’ filled with white plastic
loungers and bottles of Babycham, the furthest corner of Manchester Drive was blooming.
It had started with the sharing of spare seedlings, a surplus cucumber here and a bunch of spring onions there,
the occasional shout for help with steadying a ladder and gradually, it evolved into a way of life.
For my grandmother, adrift from her family and the countryside, the hours when Charlie was at work seemed long
and empty. Until she met the others. ‘Cooee’, Merleen would call over the fence, and one or another would appear for
a natter, providing food and comfort when they were ill or shoulders to cry on when they were sad, all of them forever
making do with what they had, working to make ends meet, giving their children the best they could so their lives
would be easier.
Mary gradually lost her shyness over the years as Betty, Joan and Merleen became regular fixtures in one another’s
kitchens. An elaborate barter system of over the fence produce evolved: plums for runner beans, tomatoes for
blackcurrants and later, elderberry wine for piccalilli, tomato chutney for strawberry jam, an apple pie for a sour dough
loaf. There’s a knack to making sure the cupboards are full and there’s enough for dinner when you have a small, fixed
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amount for housekeeping each week, and that’s what they did. They shared skills and sugar thermometers and helped
one another with the labour intensive days of September when everything needed to be used and stored for the winter
they all knew was coming.
‘You know young Ricky,’ Joan announced one such morning, the autumnal mist still lingering over the grass.
‘Ricky?’ Betty asked, ‘I don’t remember a Ricky. Friend of your boy was he?’
‘Two streets away, mother works as a dinner lady up the school, always gave them extra potatoes if they had nice
manners,’ Joan persisted.
‘Didn’t he have a brother as well, I fancy he used to go to Sea Scouts with David,’ Merleen pondered.
‘Exactly, Trevor was the brother,’ Joan confirmed, relieved someone had made a connection, ‘Well, Trevor and Ricky
both went to work in London, lightermen on the Thames.’
‘Oh that’s hard work I always think,’ Mary sympathised, ‘all hours of the day and night and biting cold.’
‘Well I ran into their mum the other day in the doctors and you’ll never guess what Ricky’s up to,’ Joan paused for effect
and the others waited, chopping knives poised.
‘He is going to Antarctica, that place Shackleton went to and nearly died. The South Pole, can you believe it?’ Joan
continued, triumphant.
‘What in God’s name does he want to go there for? His poor mother,’ Merleen gasped.
‘Going to work with some scientists but imagine, a boy from round here going so far, incredible. Just goes to show
girls anything’s possible, they were right, progress. Even here.’ Joan added, satisfied with her summary of the situation.
Onions duly browning for chutney, they switched to dicing fruit, each of them affected in different ways by Joan’s
announcement. They did not know Ricky or his mother well but the sense of adventure, the tantalising possibility of the
exotic held their imaginations. None of them, besides Merleen, would ever travel beyond Lulworth Cove and a caravan
in Pontypridd, but knowing that someone had done it was enough to renew their faith in the brighter future they had
so vehemently subscribed to.
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‘I’ll not be telling Charlie about this, that’s all I need, him getting some madcap scheme he can sail half way around the
world,’ Mary laughed, ‘You know what he’s like, always up for something new.’
‘They wouldn’t want him,’ Merleen laughed, ‘They won’t need fridges out there will they, cold enough already’ and
so it went on. Around those kitchen tables they shared pregnancies and childbirth, illnesses and worries, taking care
of each other as if they were sisters. Easier to talk when your hands were busy and no one could see the tears if your
eyes were streaming from onions anyway.
It was industrious, bustling, hard work. Fingers stung with nicks and cuts from picking fruit which needed forever
peeling and slicing. Knuckles groaned with kneading, knees locked from kneeling on the ground planting out rows
of seedlings. Twin tubs had to be hauled across the kitchen, wringing wet sheets wrestled into the wondrous new spin
drier belonging to Joan before stretching out the length of the garden to dry on the line. Damp tea towels spread over
the mixing bowl as bread was left to rise, and always my grandfather’s hand appearing at the door, the trusty washed
out ice cream box filled with courgettes and cucumbers, onions and leeks, potatoes and beetroot: the seasons of the
year by taste. In those small fenced in back gardens they worked their land, a shared purpose, a common endeavour,
a way of getting by. No need to find something to fill the time as there was always something to be done.
Life and gardens both follow the rhythm of seasons; seedlings mature, new plants take their place and the children
of Manchester Drive had been usurped by grandchildren. Most of us lived in the streets nearby, (none of the other
youngsters of Manchester Drive venturing as far as Ricky and the South Pole) and we slipped in and out freely, arriving
after school to kick off the dust of the day and be outside again. Hide and seek amongst the rhubarb leaves, making
daisy chains, creeping up on Joan and Betty as they passed the time of day.
Neither old nor young, my grandparents and their compatriots were flying against the prevailing wind of consumption
which was polluting Southend. Their adopted homeland, which they had grown to love and make their own, was being
sullied by the trash from a cheap day out at the seaside.
Shellfish stalls were outnumbered by burger vans with plastic cutlery, plastic hats and plastic food. Sandcastles
made way for the washed up debris of plastic bottles, broken flip flops and sticky patches of tar, bins overflowed
with the tidal waves of waste and no one dared step in the sewage and chemical ridden murk of the sea. There
was talk of salmonella in the water, gastroenteritis and all manner of infections. Diesel generator fumes from funfair
rides, audacious rats gorging on half eaten and discarded hot dogs and the competing music of the fruit machines.
By darkness, the petrol-heads of cruise night owned the prom, racing modified Fords up and down the long straight
stretch of tarmac: so much for the great British seaside.
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As the Golden Mile tarnished and oil washed up along the seafront, the tide was turning in Manchester Drive. The energy
crisis of the 70’s had plunged Southend seafront into darkness and galvanised Charlie to lead his middle-aged
comrades to a new level of action. This was not what they had endured the war for they had believed in a brighter
future and Charlie was determined, by hook or by crook, they would claim one.
Sitting at the kitchen table in candlelight, poring over old copies of the New Scientist he had brought home from the
library summer fair, Charlie cut out snippets about solar farms in America, giant windmills being developed in Denmark,
plans for a hydro-electric power station in Wales and sketches of a flood barrier that would one day cross the Thames.
The walls of the garage were lined with articles, and he saw the dreams of the future he so loved come to life before
his eyes. ‘On the roof you say?’ Frank pondered as the gang of four stood around the plans he’d roughed up on the
bench in the garage. Frank tended to be the more cautious of the troop; working as an insurance salesman, he had a keenly
developed sense of risk. On the other hand, he always saw the advantages of a back-up plan, and, having lost faith
in the electric and gas corporations, diversifying their energy portfolio seemed like a wise option. Joan was proud
of Frank’s mathematical know-how and quick with numbers herself, so they were always able to spot an opportunity
to improve their lot.
‘Winch and pulley,’ Brian announced with confidence. ‘You’ll need to get the couplings for the roof mind you…’ and he was
off, sketching on the back of an envelope, retractable tape measure primed and ready for action.
Merleen and Marshall had twice been to France in their caravan and so added an air of cosmopolitan wisdom to any
conversation. Marshall, a civil servant in one of the grey concrete slabs of 1960’s architecture which typified Southend
central, lacked the practical know-how of the others but was blessed with the soul of an artist and found a poetry
and purpose in their activities that the others publicly mocked but privately admired.
‘Fuelled by sunshine, it’s such a liberating idea, like we’re beneath the radar of society, refusing to conform...’ he enthused.
Charlie laughed, ‘You won’t be saying that in bloody November when there’s been no sun for days,’ but they still made plans.
A refrigeration engineer by trade and a great believer in initiative, Charlie managed to source a solar hot water system
from a wholesaler he knew through work, no doubt managing to avoid paying the list price with some judicial bartering.
Enlisting the combined talents of them all, Charlie, Marshall, Frank and Brian set about planning the elaborate
installation and if it went well, the system would be rolled out on all four houses. Paying someone else to do the work
was never an option; for Charlie and Mary money was tight. These were the days of the four-day week and the overtime
Charlie had long relied on was a thing of the past – so, ever resourceful, he had set about finding ways to cut costs.
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In the kindness of candle light Mary would watch him fondly, loving his determination and bloody mindedness
to find a way forwards. She had started doing odds and ends of alterations and sewing to help out, and sat endlessly
stitching. The others were no different; all of them had to make adjustments. Joan was working with Ricky’s mother
up in the school canteen at lunch times, bringing back bits of gossip about teachers and Ricky’s far flung career. They
relished these stories of adventure and exploration, and Ricky held the mystique and glamour of a film star – if an ordinary
boy from round the corner could cross the world then who knows? He kept the golden future of the post war gleaming
on those long cold evenings without the lights.
While Brian, Frank and Charlie were calculating lengths of rope and reading manuals on piping, Marshall continued
to work his way through the copies of the New Scientist, pencil to the ready and writing notes all the time. He was
a man who loved learning and applied himself with a quiet and steady diligence to his assessments of the science
of the future. The weekend of Operation Sunshine finally arrived. Mary was locked in Joan’s kitchen for the day, hulling
strawberries for jam, as she had no desire to witness this folly or watch Charlie plummet to his death.
‘But how do you know it won’t go through the roof?’ she had protested when she saw the enormous tubes appearing
in the lounge. ‘You might go through the roof,’ she persisted, ‘I mean what are you thinking, trying to drag that lot up
there? No, I’m not staying here to watch you fall to your death,’ and she buttoned up her housecoat and left them to it.
‘They’ve never grown up, that’s the trouble,’ she told Joan as she absentmindedly ate one strawberry after another.
‘And Charlie’s the worst, always on the lookout for the next adventure. I mean they’re not young any more, clambering
around with bits of rope around their waist, it’s ridiculous. You’d think they were climbing Everest.’
Joan paid no heed. She was looking out the window at the sight of the four of them manhandling ropes and the enormous
panels up the side of the house, and soon they were joined by Betty and Merleen.
‘Watch out below,’ Charlie cried as a slate slipped and smashed on the path, narrowly missing Brian. As Betty’s face
visibly paled, Joan decided a medicinal nip of sloe gin was advisable as the cumbersome panels inched ever higher.
Mary stood mesmerised, strawberry suspended in time. ‘If he goes through the roof there’ll be hell to pay’ and without
realising, all four women gravitated into the garden for a closer view, Joan with the bottle of sloe gin firmly clamped
in her hand.
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By the end of the day, Charlie was triumphant and they all sat in the back garden drinking last year’s crop of windfall
cider, gazing at the black tubes bedecking the roof, marvelling at the hot water that came forth from the tap.

‘Isn’t he a wonder,’ babbled Mary to Joan, all memories of her earlier concerns pleasantly erased by the balm of gin
and good company. ‘Hot water from sunshine, it’s a miracle. And free – imagine, Joan – free.’
Joan took her hand, ‘He’s a good man, Charlie; he knew what he was doing.’
‘I know Joan, I do, that’s why I can’t lose him,’ Mary confided, ‘He loves life, the thrill of it all, it’s what keeps him young.’
‘Lucky they have each other,’ Joan agreed, ‘you need people around you who know what matters, you know, really
matters. It’s all we really have.’
‘You two need another drink,’ interjected Betty, ‘You sound much too serious. Come on girls, it’s a night for celebration.
One up for the little man.’
‘Ay ay, who you calling little,’ laughed Charlie and he took hold of Mary in the moonlight, ‘Told you I’d be alright, take
more than a few pipes to see me off.’
Delighted at their handiwork, the others eagerly followed suit and after haggling the price down for buying in bulk,
a very small corner of Southend was indeed partially powered by sunshine.
‘You know I was looking at those magazines of yours, Charlie,’ Marshall mused, ‘fascinating, and I tell you what, Joan’s
right with all her stories of young Ricky. That lot in Antarctica done no end of research into the atmosphere, weather,
all sorts.’
‘Anyway, besides Ricky and the ice, I’ve found I rather enjoy reading what these science chaps are coming up with
and I tell you what, we’re missing a trick or two.’
Charlie sat up, in child-like delight, as ever, at the possibility of something new.
‘I think there’s other things we could be working on for future eventualities,’ Marshall continued.
Frank’s ears pricked up, ‘And what eventualities might those be?’ an edge of alarm to his voice.
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‘There’s a lot of talk these days by scientists that things are out of whack, very interesting article by some chap Lovelock
about how the earth will need to rebalance, get back in harmony… Gaia, it’s a beautiful concept,’ Marshall continued,
a wistful edge to his voice.

‘I’m not interested in the harmonies, I mean practically,’ Frank insisted, ‘in real terms, what should we be doing?’
‘Insulation,’ piped up Brian. ‘Insulation, half your heating going out the roof – insanity. Might as well burn pound notes.
I mean you wouldn’t make a pot of tea without putting something over it, you wear your cap in the winter – stands
to reason you’d do the same to your house.’
‘You’re right,’ said Charlie, ‘No end of lagging round refrigeration units to keep them cold, same would be true of heat.
Less we lose the less we use. Those buggers at the electric won’t be getting a penny off us soon.’
‘And your windows,’ Brian continued, warming to his theme, and the evening went on into the early hours, fuelled
by invention and homebrew. By the morning, a comprehensive vision emerged for Manchester Drive, ranging from
increased conservation to collection of water, roof insulation and no more chemicals in the garden, which they all
agreed would save them a small and much needed fortune. Marshall’s notebook was to be their shared manifesto:
a testament to thrift, ingenuity and a love of life. They weren’t giving things up or going without, they were making
the most and best of what they had.
1976 and Southend sizzled: ground cracking, tarmac melting, anxious images of empty reservoirs were front page
in the Evening Echo and signs appeared urging everyone to save water as hosepipes were banned and cars went
unwashed. Except in Manchester Drive. The winning combination of Joan and Frank’s canniness and Marshall’s astute
reading had led to all necessary precautions being in place. They were boy scouts prepared for the drought with their
oil drums converted into additional water butts which had been attached to every drain pipe, gathering rain throughout
the previous winter. There was a bucket positioned at each back door for waste water from peeling or washing up and
Charlie had been putting bricks in everyone’s toilet cistern, much to Mary’s disgust. He was even syphoning off bath
water to throw over the lawn in the evening, as, like he said, ‘No point wasting it down the plug hole when it can be used.’
By the time concerns about pesticides grew at the end of the decade and Prince Charles announced he intended
to farm organically in the 80’s, the communal compost had been rotting for years.
‘Of course in France they’ve always appreciated the art of potager gardens,’ Marshall explained as they dug over the
vegetable bed that had been fallow the previous year. ‘Companion planting, old as the hills. Medieval monks wouldn’t
have thought twice about vegetables and flowers side by side.’
‘Enough of the history Marshall, put your back into it, or don’t they do that in France?’ mocked Charlie, busy preparing
the ripe and reeking bucket of compost they’d mixed with horse manure stored behind Brian’s garage. The local riding
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school took the horses along Manchester Drive on a Sunday afternoon and the riders, accustomed to them by now,
waved as they appeared, shovel and bucket in hands, hoping at least one of the horses was caught short during a canter.
‘You may mock, Charles, but we can learn a lot from the past. I mean, if it hadn’t been for Culpepper we’d never
have developed modern medicine,’ Marshall continued, undeterred by their jibes.
‘Here we go,’ groaned Charlie to Frank who was steeping nettle leaves in a bucket for fertiliser, ‘it’s like listening
to the Reader’s Digest home doctor. Ah, flatulence, yes, I would prescribe a tisane of peppermint leaves following meals.’
‘And don’t forget your lettuce sandwich before bed to get a good night’s sleep,’ added Brian.
‘And the lavender heads in your pillow case for sweet dreams,’ piped up Frank.
‘You have your laughs,’ Marshall replied, ‘but my methods work and you can’t argue.’
And it was true, they couldn’t. Alongside the curling brown clippings Charlie had started collecting all those years ago
was an array of articles whose headlines declared:
‘Prize winning pumpkin for Charlie’, ‘Charlie does it again – tallest sunflower in the town’
‘Fair do’s,’ Charlie conceded, but always one to take the last word, ‘but I still reckon a medieval monk could have had
that patch finished by now.’
Despite their affectionate jibes, they relied on Marshall to keep them abreast of developments, and over the years
I would eavesdrop on all manner of environmental debates, from the sinking of the Rainbow Warrior to acid rain,
dwindling fish stocks, radiation from Chernobyl, holes in the ozone layer and global warming.
Half listening to these informal lectures, I would trail behind my grandmother holding the basket as she picked blackcurrants,
redcurrants, whitecurrants, always naming plants as she went: foxgloves, hollyhocks, lupins, delphiniums. I would
whisper the words like an incantation while she turned a blind eye to the tell-tale juice of berries rolling down my chin.
Pinpricks of blood on my shins as I determinedly reached for the plumpest gooseberry, weaving my way through the
maze of bamboo canes propped up on the makeshift frame of scaffolding poles as I laughed and handed her every
kind of bean under the sun. Broad, runner, green, purple, French, dwarf and peas, bursting from their pods, and together
we would sit on her bench, shelling peas: one for me, one for the bowl.
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Nothing was wasted. No orange or lemon entered the house without being stripped of its zest before being eaten,
and even after the flesh had been squeezed and juiced, the naked pith would be shoved inside a chicken with a handful
of herbs before roasting. Everything had a use: parsley and coriander stalks, the tops of spring onions would all be
thrown into cauldrons of soup which were nearly always on the go, boiling bones from the Sunday roast, all with a good
handful of pearl barley, dried peas and lentils.
‘Scientifically proved chicken soup can save your life,’ my grandmother would say as she ladled steaming bowlfuls
for us all in the winter.
My grandfather would wink at me across the table, ‘Absolutely Mary, I think Marshall is on the phone to those nice men
at the New Scientist at this very moment, getting them to come and have a spoonful,’ and trying not to laugh, Mary
would tut fondly.
On the top shelf of the greenhouse, beans were laid on sheets of newspaper and dried ready for next year’s crop,
and I would be given piles of old envelopes to label and fill with seeds. In the dregs of summer, I was busily employed:
I would stand on tiptoes in the garage, handing my grandmother fat brown onions and bulbs of garlic to hang from
the rafters; I wrapped apples in ripped up sheets of newspaper and carefully arranged them in crates and I brushed
mud off potatoes before piling them in an old barrel.
My grandfather and the others were always around somewhere, pottering, plotting, dreaming up something or other –
a new-fangled invention my grandmother would not have realised she needed, debating the news with the eager
anticipation of schoolboys.
Sometimes in the summer we would walk to Old Leigh and sit in the seats made from the hulls of old dinghies in the
‘Peter Boat’, watching the fishermen sewing nets. I would race up and down mountains of cockle shells which edged
the beach, before nibbling brown shrimps and cockles in vinegar.
‘Went to Dunkirk, some of those fishing boats, rescue the poor buggers stranded out there. You see, when it comes
to it, people do the right thing, they always will. We’re living in strange times – no bloody fish in the Thames any more
‘cos of the filth, people have forgotten what matters but you’ll see, things will change again. Maybe not in my time but
it will in yours.’
Across the estuary the outline of the oil refinery at Sheppey blighted the horizon, and invariably, Charlie would talk
wistfully of how all this would change. The skyline would be filled with windmills, every roof would have solar panels
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and people would see how bright the future could be. He waited avidly for the development of electric cars, convinced
if they could make a milk float which recharged its battery overnight, it wouldn’t be long until they could build
a car as well.
He would take Mary’s hand and they would still picture a world filled with wonder, always telling me ‘Just you wait,
it will be more wonderful than you can imagine… We got to the moon, now we need to get back to earth.’
On the walk home we would always pause and look at the sprawling blight of Two Tree Island. Reclaimed from the Thames,
it had been a landfill site since the 1930’s with the added misery of a sewage processing plant built on it as well. In the
1970’s the town council had declared it was the municipal dump and mountains of landfill grew. The stench physically
hit you long before you saw its jagged outline formed of paint cans and broken chairs, grass cuttings and unwanted
toys. Moving closer, it was as if it shimmered, the surface moving with the rats which crawled over and around it, stealing
what they could to feed their ever-growing families.
‘Look at that, perfectly decent table over there,’ Charlie would sigh, appalled by the things people would discard, ‘More
money than sense.’
‘Come on Charlie, you can’t save it all,’ Mary would say, taking his hand.
‘I can bloody well try. That’s what you have to do, keep trying till the world catches up,’ and we would slowly walk
back up the steep hill of Belton Way, the strange horizon of fishing huts, oil refineries and industrial waste behind us,
returning to the sanctuary of Manchester Drive.
***
There is something special about the relationship of grandparents and grandchildren – they have the luxury of time
for one another. On a clock tower where I live now it says ‘It is later than you think – but never too late’.
I pause whenever I pass it, as Charlie would have admired the craftsmanship of the stonemason before pondering the
wisdom of the words. ‘See, good sense can be found anywhere if you only open your eyes,’ and he would have applied
himself with renewed vigour to the day’s project.
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When we are young we are careless with time, and only as it slips through our fingers do we try to tighten our grip. I had
never considered the possibility of a world without them all, but gradually, one by one, the people who had populated
my childhood were gone. Joan and Frank, Merleen and Marshall, Brian and Betty, and, in the end, my grandparents.

The last train leaves soon and the light is drawing in; I can see them still, one last turn around the garden, hand
in calloused hand, always a smile for one another, a piece of love parcelled in pastry, fruits of a lifetime’s endeavours
harvested together.
I would like to walk with them back to the seafront so they could see for themselves the transformation. Two Tree Island
to the right of us, no longer an eyesore but alive with avocets and curlews, dunlin and redshanks. The sewage plant
closed, and growing amidst the remnants of rusting pipes are Sea Purslane, Sea Lavender and Saltmarsh grass,
butterflies flitting through the blooms.
Sitting at the Peter Boat we could look out to sea, to the horizon, where Sheppey and Coryton have been de-commissioned
as oil is in retreat. I would show them images of the offshore windfarms and the windmills you can see from train
windows on the Fenchurch Street line as you pull into Southend station, and we could stride down the end of the pier
to take a boat down the Thames. Charlie would be amazed at it brimming with life, salmon and otters, even dolphins and
seals, the water no longer putrid and clogged with chemicals and London’s sewage. His fanciful imaginings of electric
cars, landscapes transformed with solar farms and sheep sheltering under the panels are there for him to admire,
and, ever on the lookout for a quick way to make a bit of cash, he would have probably had the others setting up the
Manchester Drive Veg Box scheme.
My grandmother lived to see daily life transformed by washing machines and food processors, marvelling at slow cookers
and bread machines. Who knows, she and Joan may even have had time to sit on the bench and simply look at the garden?
And perhaps, if they fancied a change from jam and chutney making, they could have called up Abundance or Fruitful
to pick their fruit and windfalls and do the work for them. Maybe not; I can’t imagine Mary would have trusted anyone
with her harvest, but the thought is appealing. How they would all laugh as young families now move to Southend and
break up the cracking, unsightly crazy paving, replacing it with fruit trees, lavender and rosemary. People are planting
once again, and community gardens are springing up in pockets of long forgotten land with noticeboards proclaiming
aims and ideals similar to Marshall’s notebooks. As for guerrilla gardening, they would have been the Che Guevaras
of horticulture, rebelliously chucking seed bombs throughout suburban Essex.
Vintage shops, upcycling and freecycle would have made their hearts sing because they could never abide waste,
and I can almost hear their gasps at the prices designers charge for garden furniture created from unwanted pallets,
‘Look at that Mary, we were ahead of the times love, sat on pallets and crates for years and we could’ve been bleedin’
selling them.’
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I could open a website and show them how the British Antarctic Survey still forge ahead with climate research, glancing
at glowing memories for Ricky who is also now gone. Marshall could relax because the hole in the ozone layer is finally

closing, the chemicals which remained in the atmosphere for so many years at last dissipating, and Mary, Merleen,
Joan and Betty would be eagle eyed, checking their tins of tuna to see if it’s pole and line caught and petitioning
supermarkets to boycott palm oil.
Everything that matters in my life grew from this garden; all I know and understand about love and hope and faith
in humanity. It is time to leave it now and move on. The bench is being collected tomorrow to take pride of place
in my garden, and I will sit with my sons, shelling peas. As I tell them stories of Manchester Drive, Marshall and Frank,
Brian and Charlie will live again as we laugh about Operation Sunshine when we see houses in the street having
solar panels installed. When batches of mincemeat and chutney bubble all day in the slow cooker, I can hear my
grandmother reminding me, ‘add more apples, they’re cheap, make it go further and don’t worry about the bruises
on the plums, cut around them, don’t waste it.’
We will watch the bats at dusk as I did as a girl, and they are still at my side.
On my way out I dig a clump of lily of the valley, rescue the envelopes of seeds still waiting to be planted, and
I pick up my grandmother’s recipe book, a hotchpotch of cuttings and notes assembled through the decades,
and pack in my rucksack for home.
As for the rest, it means nothing. I don’t need possessions to remember their lives, I just need to live them.
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Doggerland Rising
Set 9500 to 9000 years ago before Doggerland was inundated – the Mesolithic tribes would have
been migrating away for centuries because of steady engulfment by sea. The poems focus on one
of the last remaining small Doggerland tribes in the days before they leave for good.

Justina Hart
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I
Float above the North Sea,
part its thick skin, peer through.
On the bed: flint blades, ancient seeds,
rotted wood carved as a hull.
Imagine voices. Listen for voices.
Laughter, shouts. A splash!
A man hallooing as if to himself
paddles through shallow waters.
He looks ahead, squinting;
he can almost see you, you him.
You dabble your hand in wavelets,
clink the cockles piled in his boat
dip fingers in his brain, pull him alive.
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II
I feel relief at running my canoe
through this springy marsh and salt mud
away from the stink, down to the creek,
kids squawking-flapping like water fowl
after me – they’re snatched up by women
in case they sink, sorry piglets in a bog.
My boots too, wet-black with it. The boat
starts to sluice the brown, slipping now
as I dig oars into all the gristle of earth:
mud, riverbed, stones; grinding my arms
until my heart thuds in my ears and the oak
bottom bump-bumps and I’m flowing,
flying through hide-coloured reeds
once red and gold, which part and close,
past crisping bladderwrack stretched on
scurvy-grass like curing strings of meat.
Here I come: pushed from the river’s veins
into blue – blue is my dwelling place –
the sea’s body slows me, to breathe …
… Out here in my home, I can breathe.
My heart’s soon filled with salmon,
sturgeon, shad – I ripple their silver dying
through my hands, blessing the ease.
The sky’s still high when the moon rises
to stand in its bone tunic facing the sun.
The wind gets up feathering the water
and the tide magics away its blue cloak
revealing mud underthings. In my boat
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dead fish eye the light and wink saying
This is where the old world begins …
I paddle over its crumbled black ribs
to ancestral islands that rise like ghosts,
fringed with bright grass that hurts
my eyes even in mist. Arms reach out
bubbled in slime, dead men tall as hazel, ash.
Tying my bark, I wade in mudflats
up to my knees, bow to unhook my bloodstone pendant. Leave it at their keening feet.
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III
Give me back my husband, sea.
I wait at the water’s edge,
dotting dusk with my fears
that turn into biting gnats.
At home, the children lie like half-moons
drowsing toward sleep.
Flower heads are closing,
trees’ leaves furling,
birds’ wings folding –
all curl round their own thoughts,
protecting themselves
with their inwardness.
Only my man scours the sea
that bites and swallows islands,
that’s rumoured to eat stars
and takes tired sailors,
shakes them around like baby seals.
He’s nursing harpoons,
as if he could kill the ocean
like a mammoth in the stories.
Or he’s burying himself in sea,
sucking its wets, or pissing in it
to drown his sorrows,
or he’s drowning.
The water’s more dangerous now.
There are new channels.
The shallows shelve steeply
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into the deep north
where evil spirits hide.
My husband’s wedded more to sea
than me: even in our house
he has that faraway look;
in bed, his sweat and tears
are saltier than others’ –
I taste saltwater running
freely from his pores.
Am I wrong to want to turn him inland,
to enfold him and hug him in my own fluids?
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IV
We are the forebears buried on land
who lie underwater. When the current
sways, our bones jump up and clatter
to attract shadows on the surface –
seagulls, cormorants – the black
thrust of a log boat seeking us.

Yet once we were kings who strolled through
plains rich as paradise to the uplands beyond.
Dugouts have ears but can’t hear
sounds chambered by this vast silence.
At low tide the sea-shaman reveals us
and we gulp air like land creatures again
before it drowns us once more, piling on
water heavy as a mountain of ash.

Yet once we were kings who strolled through
plains rich as paradise to the uplands beyond.
Over time, sand falls on us like water,
and clay deposits, gravel, tiny sea animals.
Waves jiggle us apart from each other,
from the deer and boar we’ve burnt.
We’re squashed till our bones are as flat
as our swallowed islands once were.

Yet once we were kings who strolled through
plains rich as paradise to the uplands beyond.
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Till our flint axes and postholes
are interred with us in silt-mounds;
till even the glister of shale dims
and our voices, stoppered with mud,
fail. No one knows we are here.
We’re the sea’s dreams, its rest, its bed.

Yet once we were kings who strolled through
plains rich as paradise to the uplands beyond,
who walked across this sea.
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V
(In various voices – the whole tribe speaks)
Peel the skins off houses. Throw the struts in a heap.
Who has the flints, the scrapers, the bone needles?
That was a feast of feasts. I’ve got ash on my face.
He’s turned sour now we’ve chopped and burnt the boats.
O my head. Those mushrooms. We danced for hours.
Is the fire out? Fetch more water. Kick over sand.
I loved the stories – how we climbed out of the sea,
lost our tails. But it’s swollen with telling us to leave.
The other day the waves took a whole family
while the sky swirled with violent pinks, blues, greens.
Are those two staying? The sea is all they know.
They’re half-lame, blind. Stubborn, won’t leave their dead.
You’re shrieking like hens with a fox on the loose.
Stop it or I’ll bang your heads! Hold those babies safe.
Haven’t we always moved? Yes. No. Not like this.
The weather’s right for it. It’s a sign we’re still blessed.
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VI
As we go, the charred remains of our laughter
stir, test the air then settle on charcoal scatters
or on marsh mallows and sea poppies
or on the roofs of bogs or on toppled pines
whose root balls spear the earth,
or are buffeted out over sea. We leave little else:
mollusc middens, hazelnut shells, scraps of animals
and of human animals.
We take mostly our footsteps
which turn away from salt hoping for forest.
We’re so few you could mistake us for a bunch of deer,
so sun-struck you could believe our bones see-through.
Watch our last steps imprint firmly, as if they know
how rare they’re to be.
Fit your own feet in.
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For the Greater Good

David Thorpe
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Carolita was hurrying down the path to her apartment when she was intercepted by her neighbour.
“Oh! They’ve cut me off for the rest of the month! I went O-D on my water account. I must have left a tap running.
What shall I do?”
Despite her need to make her appointment Carolita stopped. “Poor you. Do you have enough to last?”
The elderly woman waved at her rainwater butts. “Just, if I’m careful. I know there has to be enough for everyone but...”
“That’s why they measure everything. You’ll be alright.” She obviously wanted some kind of absolution. Carolita felt her
shame. Carolita had never run out. She began edging away. “Don’t forget – it’s for the greater good.”
She ran inside to be there for her call. Sensing her presence, her home immediately informed her that the call was
waiting. She breathed a sigh of relief. The serious but concerned face of an anodyne young woman formed in the
centre of the room where it hovered.
“Hello Carolita. How are you today?” came out of the corner speakers.
“As well as can be expected.”
“I’m Beryl. From the Department of Resource and Population Control Appeals. I’m very sorry to inform you that your appeal
has not been successful. We have looked at it in the light of the new regulations and found that you have presented
no new evidence to persuade us to change our judgement. If you wish to provide any further evidence we will be happy
to look at it again. Remember, although to you the decision is not satisfactory, it is taken for the greater good.”
The face vaporised. It had never belonged to anyone. Carolita was well aware that Beryl was a consensus fiction.
Carolita sank to the floor.
After a while she realised she was staring at the chair because it was where Amas used to sit.
Later she found herself stuck on the path from Leafy Towers because on the grass just there was where Amas had once
sat playing with his Suki doll.
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In the work canteen a single tear dripped into the creamy whirl atop her morning latte.

It struck her that the future would always be like this unless she did something. She called her mother. She was in the
middle of jam making. “The law is the law. Really Carolita. You don’t think a person examined your appeal do you? It’s
all done by algorithms. Like everything else these days.”
“I can appeal again,” Carolita said.
Her mother’s pencil-tight lips spoke to her in a way words could not.
“They shouldn’t be able to take my son away like this.”
The pitying look continued. Carolita knew this was her mother’s way of saying move on.
“But where should I move on to?” she thought.
The answer was all too clear. She let her mother get back to sterilising jars. She tried to stand but fell against the edge
of the canteen table. A colleague rushed to steady her.
She scuttered out, heading towards her boss’ office. To reach it she had to cross the atrium, passing by the aeroglass
wall that formed one side.
The hairs on the back of her head prickled as she became hyper-aware of the restless pressure of the forest garden
pushing against the glass from the other side. It crackled with life energy, thrusting from the moist soil and sprouting
into fruit and leaves, pressing at the outside world as if earnest to escape. Chilli peppers, beans and cassava were
overhung by bananas, vines and lemon trees in a fug of warm, steamy air.
She spotted one of the Bionauts in her blue overalls, toiling away. She envied her, recalling how once she had wished
to be one of them, living inside that cloistered world, her worthy perspiration thoroughly blended into the water cycle
of the self-contained arcology. That little, pregnant Eden.
Until along came her gorgeous, sexy Javienda and then their darling Amas – whom, if she were a prisoner of Biosphere
4, she would be unable to touch for an entire year. So instead she applied her analytic skills in the support team.
Each day she pedalled to and from the Science Park from Horningsea, between the colourful houseboats bobbing
on the River Cam and the endless greenhouses of the condominiums. Each time she counted herself among the blessed.
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For five years. She knocked on the door labelled George Galanis, Director, and entered without waiting for a response.
George gazed up from his work through his luxurious grey eyebrows which he promptly raised when he saw the state
of mind presented by his long-time employee. “Carolita.”
“Forgive my intrusion like this, George,” she began.
He sat back. “You must have a good reason...”
“I need to request a leave of absence.”
He waited.
Carolita sat on the chair opposite him. “It is an emergency. I’d also be grateful if you could authorise me to travel to Barcelona.”
He stroked the leaves of a succulent on his desk. “This is about your partner isn’t it?”
“He’s been...” The word would not manifest on her tongue. “He’s been de –. De –”
“Sent away?” offered George.
“And little Amas too!” She had not wanted to cry in front of him. She did not want him to mistake her behaviour for
an attempt at emotional blackmail. Surely he must know her better by now? But she felt she could take nothing
for granted any longer.
George leant forward. “Marcella told me about this. The rules regarding who may stay in the country have been adjusted...”
“And Javienda fell foul of them. But he has been living here for six years! And we have a child.”
“Yes it is unfortunate. What is their reason?”
“His work can be done by a British national. And they wouldn’t let us marry because our joint income is not high enough.”
“I sympathise. I suppose you have appealed?”
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She fixed him with her steadiest gaze, awaiting his response. He sighed. “There is a reason for the legislation. The climate
and harvest forecasts indicate the country will soon be unable to feed the current level of population despite our
best efforts.” He held up his hand to stop her speaking. “You know all this, Carolita! It’s simple arithmetic. Those
beyond the criteria –”
“But it’s so unfair!”
“You are only saying this because your rational judgement – for which we employ you I might add – is clouded by your
emotions. I’m sorry. If I made an exception for you, I would have to do it for everyone.”
The door slammed behind her. Cycling home, her attitude to the view had changed. “Fuck the government’s one
planet living push. Fuck the greenhouses sprawling over the countryside,” she muttered to herself as her legs powered
the pedals. “Fuck you solar power, fuck you AD towers. What’s the point if you can’t support everyone?”
A decision took shape in her mind. Javi had come from Senegal without a pass. He had Senegalese friends. If she were
to tell anyone her plan it would be one of them – Youssou. She would tell that snitch Marcella nothing – nor her mother.
She would only worry.
On arrival home the apartment asked her if Javienda and Amas were expected back. No, she told it. They wouldn’t
be back for a while. “I’m sorry,” said her home. “I hope everything is all right.”
“No,” she said. “It’s not.”
“Oh,” said her home. “Would you like a nice cup of tea?”
Amas yelped with pleasure to see her, and Carolita smiled through her tears. They held out hands towards each
other, mingling in no-space, the same space occupied by Beryl only hours earlier.
“Are you all right, sweetie? It’s not too hot there is it?”
He shook his head and his long golden curls whisked across his dark face. Of course it wouldn’t be.
“Can I hold you soon, mummy?”
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She gritted her teeth and nodded. Firmly.

Javienda scooped him up and plonked him on his cross-legged knees in front of the camera. “How’s it hanging?”
“I miss you so much. Both of you.”
“Yeah. I miss everything. It sucks. Big-time.”
“Are you managing all right?”
“Uh-huh.”
“Sure? You’re taking care of Amas aren’t you?”
“You can see.” He asked the boy, “You’re okay aren’t you?” Amas nodded vigorously.
“I feel so helpless,” said Carolita.
“Don’t. The money you send helps.”
“I wish I was there.”
“So come.”
“I will try,” said Carolita. “I am trying.”
At Youssou’s place, a tiny bedsit on the north side of Cambridge, Youssou shook his dark, angular head and looked
serious. “It’s a fine pickle you’re in an’ no dither.”
“But you know a way around it. Don’t you?” asked Carolita, making her eyes as round and dark as she could. She was
very pretty, and she knew Youssou knew how much she and Javi – who had accompanied Youssou from Senegal on that
long, dangerous journey – loved one another.
He said, “No. I’m sorry. I can’t help you.”
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But his hands did something else. They pointed at an Eye hovering around outside his window, and they wrote
a message on a piece of paper which he folded and handed to her. “I’ll see what I can do,” she read. Then he took

the paper back and shredded it, winking at her. The Eye had followed her there and it followed her away. As if it knew
what she was thinking. She told herself it was just algorithms that drove the Eyes, like everything else, such as this
top she was wearing, packed with inbuilt sensors and lined with phase-change wax capsules. The algorithms helped
it adjust its breathability, insulation level and reflectivity according to the temperature.
Perhaps algorithms drove her, too. Could algorithms factor paranoia?
She pedalled to the sea front. Stared out at the grey saltwater ribs angling onto the beach, specked by slubs in their
weave where submerged trees and other objects broke surface, and she dreamed of what lay beneath – the ghostland
of the rich, peaty farmland. It was once known as the Fens. Her parents had lived there, before she was born. They had
told her the stories. How the sea had come back to reclaim the land it had occupied only a few decades before. About
the Ditch Martyrs, who drowned themselves in an attempt to win sympathy for their cause. How the official calculations
argued the logic of abandoning the Fens in order to divert scant resources to protect other regions. How the livelihoods
of tens of thousands had been lost and the people rehoused inland.
For the greater good, of course.
“I am not a martyr,” she told the Eye above her. “Nor a factor in some algorithm.”
As Carolita peered past the reflection of her anxious features at the blurred wheat fields beyond the window
of the bullet train as it sped across the Limousin region, she pictured herself with Amas and Javienda rambling hand
in hand around the streets of Barcelona, sampling its delights. Amas would shriek in delight as she lifted him onto
her shoulders and Javienda would slip his arm around her and they would stroll around art galleries, old churches,
cafes and beaches.
It would be bliss.
Youssou had done his job. In return she had handed over three months’ salary and asked no questions. But he told her
anyway, in another scribbled note: “Even now, even in the UK, records can be changed.”
It was dark when Carolita’s train docked at Molins de Rei station on the edge of Nouvell Barcelona, a string of recent
development that straddled the Serra de Collserola. The heat hit her like a firewall after the train’s aircon, together with
the odour of something rotten wafting up from the older city, or perhaps the sea beyond.
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Her eyes sought out Javienda on the crowded platform. They scoured the bustling station as she elbowed through
the Moroccans, Algerians, Gambians and Senegalese, milling amongst the more purposeful Castilians and Andalusians.
The Western Saharans, the Mauritanians, Malians, people from Guinea-Bassau, Guinea itself, Burkina Faso, Benin,
Niger, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Togo and who knew which other African nations further east and
south. Too many nations, too many people.
Like her country, like Biosphere 4, the station was bursting at the seams.
She didn’t panic, not quite. After five minutes Javi answered her frantic messages. Something had come up. Could
she make it to this address on the edge of the Barri Gòtic? He and Amas would definitely be there.
She changed into a t-shirt, sandals and shorts. She took the bus he’d said but buses would only go as far as the Hospital.
After that, there was no public transport, only taxis and rickshaws. So she set off walking. Her T-shirt was soon sticking
to her back. The further she descended, the darker, hotter and more humid it became and the more offensive the smell
grew, as if she were entering a kitchen that no one had cleaned for a year. The greasy paving stones made her feet slip.
At least there were no Eyes.
The gradient levelled out a little as she crossed the Plaça de Catalunya and found La Rambla. Shadowy persons pushed
by, conversing in French, Catalan, and tongues forged in even hotter climes. She was continually pestered for cash – and
more. She gripped her bag.
The Barri Gòtic felt like a maze, since half the street names seemed to be missing. Halfway down the boulevard
a concrete barrier a metre and a half high barred her way. Beyond it could be seen the mercurial uncertainty of gently
lapping water. The clouds had cleared and a half moon hanging low in the sky made silver curves dance on the water.
The lowest parts of the maze were under a metre or two of water that lapped against the old worn stonework. Javi had
told her that lower Barcelona had been abandoned by civic society when it was flooded, even before the attempt
to construct a dam. It stretched from one side of the old port to the other and was supposed to keep out the worst
of the sealevel rise from the city. But it was unfinished. The money had run out, he said. So the lowest levels of the city
were flooded and the Nouvell Barcelona district had been rapidly expanded to accommodate the population fleeing
from the lower city, which itself had to absorb the continuing flow from Africa.
When she found the address she thought it was a mistake. It was near the docks; an old warehouse, shabby and
faceless, with a featureless door. She let Javienda know she was there. One minute later the door burst open and here
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was his smile, wide with ivory, and his eyes of glittering black tourmaline. His tallness, dark but luminous, bony
as driftwood, advanced to embrace her, and for a moment the welcome familiarity effaced everything else. The repoussé
coils of his electric hair brushed her face and she drank in his smell.
She drew back. “Where’s Amas?”
“Come this way.” He took her hand and led her inside. The corridor gave onto many rooms, each crammed with bodies.
It was not what she was expecting. Dismay returned to unsettle her stomach. He sensed this. “These are all
migrants. I will explain later.”
The corridor seemed longer than her trek from the station. Then he pulled her into a small room. She looked wildly
around. Four mattresses, one in each corner. Piles of clothes and blankets. Shirts hung from screws hastily fixed into
walls. Old smell of stale sweat. On one mattress a heaped blanket. No. Wrong mattress. She scooped Amas up with
a feeling of discovering that a legend was true all along. Sleepy eyes opened, slits at first then wide. His arms linked
around her neck and she blessed him with kisses.
All three of them fell onto the mattress and stayed awhile.
She said she would pay so he took them to a Moroccan place. Not uptown, too expensive, they ripped you off as a policy.
No, your money went further down here. After filling up on zaalouk and khobz with khlia, she said, “Why are you
staying in that awful warehouse?”
“Yeah, it’s bad but... my Senegalese brothers and sisters are there. It is the largest such community in Europe. A Catalan
man lets the whole place out. Divided among so many, the rent is not too bad.”
“You didn’t tell me.”
“You’d have worried.”
“You can’t expect me to stay there!”
He smiled at her. “Thank you for coming. But what did you imagine?”
She grabbed his hand. “I want you to come back with me.”
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“You know that’s impossible.”
“We can marry. Then they’ll let us back. They’ll have to, won’t they?”
He took her hand in both of his. “I’m touched, Lita. After all this, you want to marry me! But you know that wouldn’t
make a blind bit of difference to them.”
“We were happy as we were. It didn’t seem to matter.”
“Are you going to stay with us, mummy?” said Amas. She cupped his face in her hands.
When they had put Amas down to sleep, they left the warehouse and walked to the water’s edge. The soup of city smells
still made her queasy. They looked back at the millions of lights rising up the Serra de Collserola from the windows
of the new arcologies like a new Milky Way.
“You do have a job?” she asked. “You haven’t lied about that have you?”
“No, I am working. But I don’t have a permit – it’s impossible to get one. When I was here before I came to England
I did all kinds of jobs. The wages were shit. This time I looked up an old friend who runs a cafe. He gave me a job
cleaning tables.”
“You, with a PhD in plant biometrics.”
She nestled in his chest and felt a moment of peace. But then a man came up out of the shadows and Javienda stood
up to welcome him. She could hardly see his face, swathed as he was in blue Tuareg-style robes and headgear.
Javienda introduced him. “This is my friend Manello. He is from Mali.”
“Hi.” He offered his hand.
Carolita said nothing.
“He’s had a difficult time,” said Javienda.
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Carolita didn’t want to know about anybody else’s difficult time but she had no choice as Javienda urged Manello
to tell his story.
“I love Africa, you know,” he told her. “But I had to leave because death is stalking it.”
“Explain how you got out of Africa,” Javienda prompted.
“Not via the Med that is for sure! I think the Mediterranean is the largest mass grave in the history of the world.
No, I came via the Atlantic. I gave a man about $5000 and was told to wade out from a dark beach, late one night.
I climbed into a small boat with about sixty others. They said they were taking us to a bigger ship, and that would
go to Europe, but it was a lie.” He stretched the word out. “We sailed for ten days, having to evade coastal patrols.
We were crammed in so close the man opposite me had his knee jammed in my crotch. The boat sprang a leak and
we had to bale, bale, bale, day and night. Over the next days, two men disappeared while I nodded off, I guess they fell
out or went mad and jumped in the water. There was not enough to drink. Finally we saw land, near Tenerife, 200 miles
off the Moroccan coast. From there it was easier.”
Carolita had heard tales like this before. But coming first-hand it drew her sympathy despite herself. “What happened
when you got to Spain?” she asked.
“I wanted to transit through Spain to France. I speak French, but they wouldn’t let me through the French border.
So I went back to Madrid. Somebody died and I got hold of their ID, posed as that person, and got an on-book job
picking fruit and vegetables. It’s okay in Spain. There are fewer immigration sweeps. Then I came to Barcelona
because here they harass you less.”
He offered to share a bottle of beer, which Javi took and she felt resentful because she wanted Javi to herself and
was aware how selfish this was.
Their room in the warehouse made Carolita’s flesh crawl. It smelled of dirty laundry. Beneath their mozzie net and
paranoid about being bitten, she tossed all the first night. Nor could she and Javienda make love, there being others
in the room and their son curled alongside. In the morning, she whispered in Javi’s ear, “I can’t stay here. We have to get
Amas out as quickly as possible.”
“OK, but you know several hundred migrants arrive in the low city every day. The high city dumps them down here.
There is no space.”
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“I understand. This is the shadow city cast by the rich enclaves above us. But we must do something.”
“Well, OK,” he said.
Amas had started at an impromptu school run by volunteers in the old Catalan town hall. They walked him there,
through streets covered in mud, rubbish, stuff left by the sea when it surged up. A rank stench drifted from turds and
toilet paper drying in the sun. How can people live like this? She yearned for the order and cleanliness of Cambridge.
The ground floors of buildings were unoccupied, while people crammed into the upper storeys. Laundry was strewn
from upper floor windows to dry. She pushed her way through crowds of men, mostly also in Tuareg-style clothes
to protect from the sun. They stared at her blonde hair and bright top and jeans, as obvious as a full moon.
“We have to get some robes for you, Lita,” Javienda pointed out.
“But my clothes are fine,” she hissed. “Clothes like these save lives! My top must be working overtime but if I wasn’t
wearing it, it would be unbearable. Just ‘cause people here can’t afford them –”
“They are clever, yes. But they can be hacked. And they are a surveillance tool.”
She withdrew her hand from his. “Do you really believe that conspiracy nonsense?”
He shook his head at her, meaning he thought her naive.
“They can’t be watching me all the way out here, can they? You think they know I’m here?”
“Britain is obsessed with measuring everything.”
“For everyone’s good!” she said. “Everything is measured so all needs can be reliably supplied. It’s the best way
to run a country.”
In his soft voice of sand and wind he asked, “But what if all needs can’t be met? What then?”
And she knew. They were the what then.
Amas ran ahead into the school, greeting friends like he had been there all his life. A twinge of loss pricked Carolita.
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“It’s good. At least he’s happy,” said Javienda. He took her across the Sant Jaume square and into the old Madrid
ayuntament town hall. It was now a crowded clothes exchange, one big swishing centre, packed with piled high trestle
tables. They paid admission and went browsing.
When she came out she was inside a full-length cream-coloured robe tied at the waist, with a built-in hood-thing. She
felt like a monk, but, when she had got used to the cotton brushing her ankles, wearing hardly anything underneath,
her skin did feel cool and fresh. Behind them they had left three Spanish teenage girls fighting over the hi-tech
garments she had abandoned in return.
“Welcome to the moneyless economy,” said Javienda. “When people have no money they find other ways to barter.”
She struggled with wrapping the fabric round her head: it kept unravelling and Javi kept re-doing it.
He began introducing the city to her. He was different here than in Cambridge. She could see he was in his element. His
feet danced over the cobbles. He took her to the old La Boqueria covered market. It was still a food market but now
also selling everything somebody else didn’t want, a scavenger’s paradise. She was hungry. They hadn’t had breakfast.
Sorry-looking fish lay on the slabs. “Don’t eat them,” advised Javienda. “Seagull meat is better than that.”
To be safe they bought meloui pancakes and a loaf of khobz with salami, clementines and figs, and ate it as they
walked through the park. It was full of tents. “Even this would be better than the warehouse,” she said.
“It’s unsanitary, dangerous and the police move them on every couple of days,” he said. “I’ll find something.”
Every time he met someone he knew, he would introduce Carolita as “Amas’ mother” and ask if they knew of anyone
moving on who might be vacating a room. By the time they had to pick up Amas they still had no leads. The boy came
out of the crumbling old building and made straight to his dad, glancing in confusion at Carolita.
Of course, she thought. He hasn’t seen me like this. He can hardly see my face. She unwound the headscarf.
With a retching cough he fell into his father’s arms. “I feel bad, dad,” he groaned.
Carolita, recalling that in England it was her he would have told first, felt his forehead and made him stick his tongue
out. It was white and furry. “Oh you poor thing! He has a fever,” she told Javienda. “I don’t suppose you’re registered
with a doctor?”
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“Doctors are gold-dust in the low city.”
“Can we go somewhere cool?” She clutched Amas to her.
He took them to the cloisters of the nearby cathedral. It was an oasis of peace and calm, and ten degrees cooler
in the stone- and water-cooled shade. The flagstones were clean – maybe it was God’s work swilling them. They sat
by the pool and Carolita, with the floppy boy on her knee, dipped her hand in the water and washed Amas’ face.
“It hurts,” he groaned.
“Where does it hurt?”
He waved his stubby arm. “All over.”
“What do you think he has? Malaria?” she asked Javienda. “We must get a diagnosis!”
“Don’t you subscribe to a medical service?” he asked.
“Yes, but... if I use it, won’t Brit Control know I’m here?”
“I think medical data is anonymised. Anyway, isn’t his life more important?”
She fumbled with her phone and booked an appointment that was a couple of hours away. “This place is making him
ill. That warehouse must be a breeding ground for all sorts of tropical diseases. Or the school. Just being here...” She
patted her son’s face. “Wake up! Open your eyes, Amas. Don’t go to sleep.”
But he couldn’t open them. She pressed his little body to her.
Javienda restrained her. “Cool it, darling. Kids get ill, it’s normal. It’s supposed to happen for their immune systems.”
“They also die.”
Suddenly he retched and vomited. Carolita shrieked.
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From a hospital somewhere in England (it was not clear where – Carolita had a subscription to an agency) the doctor
took note of the symptoms: joint aches, a red rash, a raging fever.
“I’m afraid it all points to dengue. I’m sending you a prescription,” he concluded. “You must get the medication as soon
as possible. Also give him paracetamol to relieve the pain and fever but avoid aspirin or ibuprofen, and make him drink
plenty of fluids to prevent dehydration. Dengue is often harmless, it passes away in about a week. But in a few cases...
Best to be safe.”
He signed off and within minutes the prescription had arrived. All she had to do was take it to a pharmacy. With payment.
“It’s a good job you’re here. I couldn’t afford it on my own,” Javienda admitted.
“You wouldn’t even have got the diagnosis,” she reminded him. “And what if the doctor’s wrong and it’s not dengue
but something much worse?”
“Calm down. Come on, let’s take him back.”
“No way am I taking him back to that stinking hell-hole... I’m going to find a hospital – in the top city as you call it.”
She glanced at Javienda and couldn’t tell whether his expression was cold... those eyes always seemed warm. But
he didn’t say anything so she hoisted her son upon her hip and strode off. Javienda hurried after her. “You can’t go
on your own. You don’t know the way.”
“I can find it. You can’t go. They’d turn you away.” He knew this was true. “Go back to the warehouse and clean the
room. Better still, find somewhere better.”
She trudged alone along the ancient pavement. Everywhere she saw disease: an open sewer, migrants coughing and
snuffling, with skin lesions, dirty clothes, unwashed ‘locks, piles of refuse, flies buzzing on Amas’ face should she let
up for one minute in brushing them away. He remained in a deep sleep.
She made the four kilometres to the Carrer de Provença as fast as she could. Luckily they accepted her visa and admitted
her to the hospital. Out of the sun, her relief, was nullified at finding herself packed into a foyer of sick people. Perhaps
it wasn’t wise to come. Amas might catch something else.
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At a water cooler she wet his face in an effort to draw off his temperature. She was relieved to see him stir. After waiting
for over an hour she reached the end of the pharmacy queue and presented her prescription. The assistant showed
it to the pharmacist who went to check availability.
“I’m sorry but we’re out of this,” she said on her return. “I can give you paracetamol.”
“I can buy that anywhere!” Carolita wanted to protest. She wanted to scream. She saw herself: a white English
woman with touching faith in fairness and rationality alone in a horde – no, that was not the word people like her
used – a multitude of the needy dark-skinned. But she accepted the proffered drug with murmured gratitude.
Too tired to walk straight back carrying him, she found a corner of the waiting area where she could sit on the floor
cradling her son until a warden shooed her out.
Her battery was dead. She hoped Javienda had cleaned up their room and there was a fresh bed for them all. It was
dark when she neared the warehouse. She smelt the fire before she saw the flames. Drawing nearer, their reflection
was at times easier to see, flickering brightly in the otherwise black waters between the dark silhouettes of buildings
along the narrow streets. Holding her breath, she ran forward. Then her lungs emptied in screams, but she didn’t hear
them. Sirens wailed and she fought her way through dark figures just standing, watching, drinking, like it was a show.
“What is it? What’s happened?” she shouted in a woman’s face but the woman backed off.
Growing closer, still holding Amas, her arms and legs dull with his weight, wading through inches of filthy water, she
finally let him slide onto a low wall and they sat there watching their warehouse being torn apart by the conflagration.
Crowds of residents ran around waving their arms and crying out. No fire engines doused the flames. Instead, two
Mossos vans stood by, police officers chatting to members of the crowd.
She screamed at them. “Why aren’t you doing anything?!”
They regarded her as a hysterical patient. The first spoke no English. The second laughed. “With what?”
Her arms thrashed. “What happened?”
The second said, “Landlord says the fire was started by residents. Residents say it was landlord ‘cause some people hadn’t
paid rent and he wants insurance. Qui sap?” He let his shoulders flap down like he didn’t care. “Happens all the time.”
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“But my partner is in there...” she said. “May be in there...” she self-corrected. “And my boy is dying!”
“Well, you better pray hard.”
Amas was burning, and not due to the fire. Clutching him tighter, she wandered around, asking everyone if they had
seen Javienda. She found Manello, who shook his head. He’d been inside when the fire began. “All I have is in this bag.”
He held it up. Together they searched everywhere for her lover’s familiar shape.
After ten minutes of hell she finally spotted him, snaking his way among the knots of onlookers. But she didn’t go
straight up to him, she couldn’t say why. She watched him for a minute. Was he looking for her? He was exchanging
words with people he passed, embracing some, high fiving others. She aimed to intersect his trajectory pretending
not to have seen him. Was relieved when he jumped upon her. “There you are! Thank God! How is Amas?”
“Not good. I’m so worried for him.”
Astonishingly, groups of Senegalese women appeared with piles of blankets, handing them out to those who needed
them. They were followed by a motley flotilla of vehicles. The drivers jumped out one by one and headed for those
with blankets to escort them to the vehicles and ferry them away. Because Amas was ill, Javi and Carolita were given
blankets. A woman with steel-wool locks examined Amas before beckoning over one of the drivers.
They found themselves taken to a floating jetty in the port and helped onto an inflatable which motored out a couple
of hundred metres to a large MV. As the sun rose over the far side of the submerged harbour wall, tingeing the vessel’s
mast tips pink then cream then blinding white, they were guided to their own private cabin below deck by another middleaged Senegalese woman in a bright yellow patterned head-dress. Inside the tiny space they found a bunk bed, a small
table and cupboard.
Carolita couldn’t believe it. “Is this just for us?”
“Yes,” said the woman, her bulk somehow large and reassuring. “This is a new emergency vessel just brought in which
we were going to use to alleviate the overcrowding. It’s come at the right time instead for this disaster. You may stay
until we find somewhere more permanent. If you need anything, come and find me. My name is Yande.”
“Thank you! Thank you so much,” said Javienda.
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Carolita laid Amas in the lower bunk and flopped in with him so she could keep an eye on him. She hardly slept, though
she was exhausted. She checked on Amas every ten minutes. She found a bathroom – a bathroom! – down the corridor
and cleaned up the two of them. In the morning she woke Javi with a glass of clean water and kissed him. He kissed
her, gently to start with, and for the first time since arriving in Barcelona she felt the uncoiling of passion. But there
was no time.
As soon as she could she went looking for Yande. She was nowhere to be seen. But on a corridor she spotted a woman
in a nurse’s bib.
“Please! Are you able to help? My son –”
The nurse followed Carolita to their cubicle. While she inspected Amas she explained, “Don’t worry. I – and the
boat – we’re all part of a charity. Spanish-African, of course. We’re here to help.”
She went ashore to see if she could get the medication that Amas needed that the clinic had been unable to provide.
While awaiting her return Carolita took Javienda to the galley she had found when seeking Yande.
Scores of Africans sat at the long tables talking animatedly, eating food fetched from a serving hatch. Javienda took
some sombi – a sweet milk-rice soup – to Amas while Carolita was engaged in conversation by a young man with
a toothy grin.
After satisfying himself about how come she was here – the only white woman in the place – she asked him about
himself. “Me? I’m 24 years and I’m from Equatorial Guinea. I came to Barcelona when I was 16.”
“Eight years you’ve been here.”
He waved his lanky arms around for emphasis. “It’s home now. For me, a home is where you make it, where you feel
comfortable. But I always remember my roots, I never forget where I come from.”
When Javienda returned it was to find Carolita engaged in deep conversation with a crowd of men and women. It seemed
she was trying to defend her own country.
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“But you’d never get anything like this happening in the UK!” she was saying. “We can feed everybody, keep them safe
and healthy, it’s all properly organised and regulated. They’d have taken Amas in for treatment. They’d have put the fire
out swiftly. They’d have arrested the owner.”

A woman nodded. “But are you happy?”
“Of course,” she said without pause.
“Yet you are here because your child and partner are not allowed to live in England any more,” the woman pointed out.
Carolita opened her mouth to speak and then fell silent.
Javienda put his arm round her. “It’s natural for you to love your country,” he whispered. “But now you are beginning
to see it as others do. From the outside.”
She clutched him. “I just want... I want Amas to be ok.”
“Of course. Me too. He’s ok now. He drank the soup. The nurse brought the drug. We can look after him.”
She jumped up. “No. I can’t! I don’t know anything about dengue fever!”
“I mean all of us.” Javienda spread his arm around. “Everyone. The Senegalese community is tight. Where I come from
the word neighbour is a sacred thing. Neighbours are an extension of the family.”
The women and men all nodded in agreement. “I am friends with all my neighbours in Barcelona,” said one. “We
always say, ‘look at the community where you live – a mother, a father, brothers and friends – so you will feel protected
as a family and people can live in harmony’.”
“And burn each other’s houses down?” said Carolita.
“Yea, they resent us. But it’s not our fault we are here. That’s why, when you leave Africa you have to think of yourself
as a citizen of the whole planet,” said the woman, before walking away.
Later, back in their room, Carolita, cradling Amas on the bottom bunk, asked Javienda: “But you liked England, didn’t
you? You liked living there.”
Javienda dangled his head over the edge of the top bunk. “Yes, I had enough to eat, I had good work, enough money.
But let me tell you. I was shocked when I arrived. Everybody is in their own bubble, they don’t talk to each other.”
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He flipped down and squatted beside her. “Like in Nouvell Barcelona. Down here they do, because we must collaborate
to survive. One day when I first arrived in England, after three days without food, I fell down on the ground. People
would step over me, walk past. Did they think they would catch a disease? They may have 3000 friends online, but,
you know, what really matters is, if you fall down sick, who will carry you, who will give you water?”
Carolita sensed his anger but it was not hers. It seemed to her he preferred it here. “Did you miss me?”
He took her hand. “Lita. You shouldn’t have to ask. But you need to look at what’s going on.”
She had been able to charge her battery, and her phone beeped about messages. Holding Amas on her knee – “Listen,
it’s Grandma!” – she played back the ones from her mother. After the panicking – was she all right, why hadn’t she been
in touch? – came: “Where are you?”
She pressed delete. Amas stared at his mother.
Then came a message from her boss, George: “I notice you have seen fit to take unlicensed leave of absence. That’s
unfortunate. It’s a busy time here, Carolita. We are coming to the end of the project, there are reports to be written. You
do not leave me much choice. If you are not back at your desk within a week I will have to fill your position with somebody else.”
The phone fell with a clunk from her hand. They can’t do this to me! Nobody else could do what I do.
Of course they could, said another mental voice. But not well, her other voice replied, I know the job inside out. This inner
feud was cut by Amas tugging at her sleeve. “Mum, are you gonna leave me?”
She stroked his face. “No. No, darling. I will never leave you.”
He rested his head against her breast. She stared at a pattern in the painted wall.
Javienda said, “If you give up your job, how we going to live? Your wages are keeping us going till I get set up with
something better.”
But she couldn’t go back without Amas. And how could she take Amas?
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After two days Amas’ fever was melting. Carolita could breathe again. Soon he was running around again, first up and
down the corridor, then round the galley, then up on deck. It was there she bumped into Yande.

“All that pent-up energy!” she said.
“I’m getting cabin fever too,” Carolita told her. “I haven’t been ashore for three days.”
“You can leave soon,” said Yande. “Some of the men are getting a place ready in Badelona, just inland, an area
called La Salut. It’s prefabs. They’re ok though. New.”
“Some of the men...?”
“Employed by our NGO.”
“And we can move there?”
“That’s right. You will have to pay rent. But it will be legal, not like the other place.”
Carolita tugged on Amas – he was climbing up the gunwale.
“He’s a strong boy.” Yande looked hard at Carolita. “What was your job in England?”
“Was?” The word sounded so final.
“You’re not going back are you?”
“Ah. I might have to. Just to tie things up, you know.”
“Uh-huh. Well what do you do?”
“Experimental research.”
“Yes? Sounds interesting.”
She was unsure how much to say, but Yande looked smart. “There’s eighty people living in a sealed-off dome. Inside
they make everything they need to live – food, air, water, energy. It all gets recycled round and round.”
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“An eco-system.”

“Yes. A controlled environment. Just to see if it works.”
“So nothing comes in or out?”
Carolita nodded. “Apart from sunlight.”
“But why?”
“It’s for Africa.” She registered this wasn’t quite the right thing to admit even as it came from her lips.
Yande arched an eyebrow. “Africa?”
Carolita hugged Amas tight as he struggled to escape. “The idea is, when it’s out of R&D they’ll be offered to places
like the Sahel to house people in desertified lands so they don’t need to leave their homes and...”
“Come to Europe?” finished Yande.
Amas slipped free. “Come back!” Carolita shouted.
“Tell me.” Yande touched her arm. “Have any Africans asked for this?”
“I don’t – I don’t know. Amas!”
Amas stopped and sat on the deck alongside another Senegalese boy toying with the rope of a life-belt. The two
women strolled towards them.
“Let me get this right,” said Yande. “A lot of white English people are making a prison to put black people in that will
stay in Africa so they can’t come to Europe, and the black people haven’t asked for it but the whites are giving it anyway.
Out of the bigness of their hearts, is that it?”
“Why do you call it a prison?” cried Carolita.
“‘Nothing comes in or out apart from sunlight’?”
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Carolita’s open mouth filled with still air. She shut it. Why was Yande twisting this? Then she remembered she had once
thought the word herself.
Amas was chattering to the other boy and she realised she couldn’t understand a word he was saying. It must be Wolof.
When did he pick that up? He was slipping away from her and she would lose him if she went home. He would become
more and more African. And then what?
She turned back to Yande. “The UK leads the world in this stuff! We measure everything because it lets us manage our
limited resources optimally. We have to manage the population. But we are sorry for –” She gulped. This wasn’t coming
out right. “We don’t want anyone to die elsewhere because of our changing climate. So we do this – development work.
It’s not neocolonialist. Really it isn’t.”
Javi had sauntered up as she was speaking. He was watching her. She felt both their gazes – Javi’s narrow face,
his penetrating intelligence. Yande’s broad face, solemn and square on. Her head-dress made her seem regal.
“Isn’t it better to be proactive rather than being victims and always reacting to horrendous disasters?” asked Carolita.
Yande asked Javi: “You approve of this dome thing?”
“I think it has a value. It’s what she lives for. It depends how it’s used...”
“Well. I wouldn’t want to live in one of those.” Yande walked off.
Javi and Carolita talked into the night. After damming it up for weeks his anger was unleashed.
“They threw me out like rubbish. Didn’t matter that I’d brought Gambian sunshine into their tight dark English cracks.
Didn’t matter that I’d made their stiff halls ring with gay Senegalese chants. Their gratitude was as thin as a coat
of paint on a rusted old bike.”
Carolita stroked his head. “I know. It was awful.”
“This is me the day I got the news. I am on the floor. I taste vomit but manage to gulp it back. The red haze gradually
fades into the brightness streaming through the triple glazing. The buzzing in my ears segues into the aircon hum.
Yet there’s no chance of appeal, their ears are stoppered like a mothballed oil well. I got five days – ”
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“ – I know – ”
“ – Five days to pack.”
“I helped you. I cried too.”
“And little Amas here. He don’t know why he can’t see you any more, never touch you, why he must say goodbye
to his friends in the crèche. He don’t know about your country’s precious ecological footprint and why he is not worthy
to be part of it.”
“I know.”
“What difference does it make to the planet whether our footprint is in Spain or England? Our footprints that trod
from Africa to Europe just like your ancestors a hundred thousand years ago. We all have a footprint just by being alive.
So why send us away? Why not euthanise your sick centenarians that are kept alive by technology when in any other
time – or in most of Africa – they would have died decades earlier? “
“You’re not allowed to kill people ‘cause they get old.”
“But you’re allowed to split up families.”
“You’re sounding like I make the policy.”
“But how can you live in a country that treats people like that?”
“It’s my home. And I’m proud of how it leads the world in how to live with climate change.”
“ – By getting rid of ‘superfluous people’.”
“And I love my work.”
“ – Which is about keeping ‘superfluous people’ in Africa.”
“That’s twisting words. Wouldn’t they rather live in their home? I would.”
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“We belong wherever we choose to belong.”
She withdrew, breathing heavily. “You’ve changed since you came here. You sound like you hate me. You don’t want
me to come and live here.”
“I do. I do, Lita. But you need to see the other side.”
Clutching tightly onto Amas’ little hand, and propelled by his anticipation, Carolita sought out Yande. They found
her on the deck. With her broad hips and proud neck, Carolita could not help but see Yande as matriarchal.
Carolita’s voice seemed oddly childlike as she asked her carefully prepared question: “Yande. You know, your charity.
Is... is there some way I could be of assistance? I do know a few things about growing crops – the sort that used
to thrive in West Africa. Perhaps there’s a community garden or something I could get involved with?”
Yande’s smile broadened. “You mean for the common good?” She swept her arms around Carolita and Amas. “What
a fine idea. Yes. I’ll see what I can do.”
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Thumbelina Jellyfizz and
the Elephant in the Bathroom

Darragh Martin
Illustrated by Euan Cook
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Thumbelina Jellyfizz was the shortest private detective in her school. Most 8 year-old girls wanted to be taller than
3 feet and 11 inches but Thumbelina didn’t mind. While taller private detectives were playing basketball or banging
their heads, Thumbelina could hide underneath desks or squeeze inside filing cabinets. She discovered lots of the
school’s secrets. She knew that Miss Joffrey picked her nose and looked at her giant snots as if they were works of art.
She knew that Mrs. Mooney threw away the salads her husband made for her lunch and ate crisp sandwiches instead.
And she knew that an elephant was hiding in the teacher’s bathroom on the first floor.
If you’re wondering how an elephant could hide in a bathroom then you are in luck, because that’s exactly what Thumbelina’s
best friend Shiva was wondering too.
‘Are you seriously saying that there’s an elephant in the bathroom?’
‘Yes, I saw her sneak in this morning,’ Thumbelina said. ‘We have to skip lunch and investigate.’
Even though lunch was one of Shiva’s favourite things, he was willing to help Thumbelina with her investigation, which
was one reason they were best friends. The other reason was that Shiva never called Thumbelina by her given name,
which Thumbelina hated, because who wanted to be called –
AAAAAAAAAAATISSSSSSSSSSSSHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!
Oh sorry, that was Miss Joffrey sneezing in the staff room. Shiva jumped at the sound.
‘Get down,’ Thumbelina said. ‘We’re supposed to be in the yard playing!’
Thumbelina was short enough to walk underneath the window but Shiva wasn’t.
‘I should have made some Shrinking Sherbets and tried to make myself smaller,’ Shiva said.
Shiva was a sweet scientist so he loved to make experimental sweets to help with Thumbelina’s investigations.
‘Or I could have made some Bamboozling Bubblegum: you blow out a ginormous bubble-cloud that’s like a fog so nobody can –’
‘Sssssh!’
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Thumbelina had a simpler idea. ‘Just duck!’

Shiva grumbled as he crawled underneath the staff room window but luckily Miss Joffrey was too busy examining
her new extra-curly snot to notice them. Thumbelina was glad. She didn’t need any more distractions when there was
an elephant in the bathroom to deal with.
If you’ve ever heard the phrase ‘the elephant in the room’, you know that it means a big problem that people are ignoring.
If you were in a hotel kitchen where one of the frying pans was on fire but the chef was chatting to the waiter about
football, then you might say that the fire in the kitchen was ‘the elephant in the room.’ Or if Una Gooley had stolen
Penny Purcell’s favourite pencil-case and then shown up at Penny’s birthday party, you might say that the stolen pencilcase was the ‘elephant in the room,’ because everybody was thinking about it but nobody was talking about it.
Thumbelina Jellyfizz had always thought that ‘the elephant in the room’ was a silly phrase. Instead of thinking about
elephants, Thumbelina thought that people should put out fires with damp towels or hire private detectives to locate missing
pencil-cases. So when Thumbelina opened the door to the teachers’ bathroom, the elephant in the room wasn’t
‘the elephant in the room’ at all.
‘Ooopsa, what are you doing in the bathroom?’ Thumbelina asked.
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Ooopsa the Elephant waved her trunk in delight.
‘I knew you’d find me!’ Ooopsa said. ‘I’ve got a very important mission for you.’
Thumbelina’s Mam worked in the zoo near the school so Thumbelina and Ooopsa had spent many afternoons
playing together. Ooopsa was the tiniest elephant in the zoo, which meant she was great at playing hide and seek
or squeezing into a small staff bathroom. One thing that Ooopsa was not great at was remembering.
‘Yes… I’m hiding for a very important reason and I want you to help me.’
You might have heard some people say that ‘elephants never forget.’ You might also have heard some people say
that ‘elephants don’t talk’ which goes to show that what people say isn’t always true because Ooopsa was the most
talkative and forgetful elephant that Thumbelina knew.
‘Ooops… I don’t remember why I’m hiding but I know somebody dangerous is after me!’
‘It’s vampires, isn’t it?’ Shiva said. ‘Don’t worry, I can make some Garlic Gumballs and – ’
‘It can’t be vampires,’ Thumbelina said. ‘It’s broad daylight.’
‘Zombies!’ Shiva said. ‘I have some Catapulting Coconut Conkers in my bag –’
‘Shiva – ’
‘Or I know, pirates!’
‘Let Ooopsa think!’ Thumbelina said, giving Ooopsa a little hug. ‘Don’t worry, Ooopsa, we’ll help you.’
‘Oh, thank you! I knew you would, because you’re the best… oops, I’ve forgotten what you do again.’
‘I’m the youngest and shortest private detective in England,’ Thumbelina said, handing Ooopsa a card.
Ooopsa held up the card with her trunk and peered at it.
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‘Oh, yes,’ Ooopsa said. ‘You’re a private detective! But I thought your name wasn’t ‘Thumbelina Jellyfizz,’ isn’t it – ’

BUZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ!
Oh sorry, an excited bumblebee flew into the bathroom and Ooopsa had to swat it away with her trunk. Thumbelina
pulled out her notebook.
‘Anyway, let’s get to this mystery.’
‘Oh yes,’ Ooopsa said. ‘I think my life is in grave danger and somebody’s trying to kidnap me.’
‘Can an elephant be kidnapped?’ Shiva asked. ‘Wouldn’t you be elephant-napped?’
‘We don’t have time to talk about napping!’ Thumbelina said. ‘The teachers will be back soon. Ooopsa, can you remember
why you climbed in this window?’
‘Ooops, I really don’t know. I think it had something to do with climate change.’
‘Oh,’ Thumbelina said. She didn’t think climate change would be a very exciting mystery.
‘Yes,’ Ooopsa said. ‘It’s something to do with climate change and… what is it… ah, yes, the F.A.R.T. Files.’
Thumbelina and Shiva giggled.
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‘The what files?’

F.A.R.T. Files,’ Ooopsa said. ‘I did know what it stands for and it has something to do with climate change but… ooops,
I can’t remember! Although I did remember your real name, Thumbelina, it’s –’
KERRRRRRANNNNGGGGG-CLASH-BANG-GRRRRRRRR-YEEAAAAAH-CRRSSSSSSH!
Shiva jumped up on the toilet seat beside Ooopsa and looked out of the window.
‘It’s my favourite ice-cream van!’
‘What kind of ice-cream van plays Heavy Metal music?’ Ooopsa asked.
‘Mrs. Cone said it was cheaper to use the CD she had,’ Shiva said with a shrug. ‘But she has the best ice-cream, let’s get one!’
‘We can’t get ice-cream, we’re solving a mystery,’ Thumbelina said. ‘Ooopsa was just about to tell us about why her life
is in grave danger, weren’t you?’
‘Actually, I was just about to say that I remembered your name is-’
BBBBBBBRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRIIIIIIIIPPPPPPPPPPPFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF!
If you have ever smelt an elephant fart, then you’ll
know that when people say ‘the elephant in the
room,’ they should really say ‘the elephant fart
in the room’ because an elephant fart is something
that you definitely cannot ignore.
An elephant fart is about one squillion billion
times smellier than a human fart. Imagine
all the smelly things that you can think of – dirty
nappies or rotten eggs or fields of cows who’ve
had baked beans for dinner – and you are still
nowhere near as close to how smelly an elephant’s
fart is. If you’ve never smelled one,
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you’re very lucky, and you should probably avoid elephants for the rest of your life and maybe also zoos and jungles.
You might also want to cover your nose for the next page or two, because Ooopsa’s fart was so smelly that it’s probably
filling the air around you now.
‘Ooops!’ Ooopsa said.
‘No nroblem,’ Thumbelina said, pinching her nose.
‘It is a problem,’ Shiva said. ‘We can’t solve any mystery until we get rid of this smell. The teachers will be back
from yard duty soon and they’ll definitely know an elephant was here.’
If you’ve ever smelt an elephant fart you’ll know that Shiva was right.
‘Maybe we can get some air-freshener?’ Thumbelina said.
‘It won’t be strong enough,’ Shiva said. ‘But don’t worry. I have a brilliant plan.’
A few minutes later, Shiva returned with some ingredients. Some people might call Shiva’s plans ‘ill-conceived
plans’ or ‘dangerous plans’ or ‘plans that will obviously end up horribly.’ Shiva preferred ‘brilliant’.
‘You’re going to make some of your scientific sweets?’ Thumbelina asked as Shiva removed
a blender from his bag.
‘Sort of,’ Shiva said. ‘Except these ones aren’t for eating.’
Thumbelina thought that many of Shiva’s Scientific Sweets weren’t really for eating, especially the Broccoli Bonbons.
Thumbelina wrote down the ingredients for Shiva’s recipes in her notebook, so that she could be sure to avoid them
all in the future. Thumbelina pinched her nose again.
‘Nhat nmells neally nerrible.’
‘I know,’ Shiva said, beaming. ‘I thought the best way to get rid of the smell of elephant fart was to fill the bathroom with
lots of other horrible smells like dog vomit and potpourri. Lucky, I’ve been saving some ingredients from Cookery Club!’
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Shiva turned on the blender.
‘It’s like a special Elephant-Fart Repellant Sweet,’ Shiva said. ‘Except it’s more of a soup.’
‘A really gross soup,’ Thumbelina said.
‘Exactly! Now, it’s time for the science part,’ Shiva said, taking out more ingredients from
his schoolbag.
‘Baking soda is a base,’ Shiva explained. ‘And lemon juice is acidic. So when they mix they
should have an explosive reaction and the whole room will be filled with this smell.’
He added a teaspoon of baking soda and a squirt of lemon juice to the blender. Nothing happened.
Shiva poured in all of the baking soda and lemon juice, and added some deodorant for good
measure. The mixture started to froth and bubble like a volcano.
‘It’s working,’ Shiva said, as horrible fumes rose up from the blender.
‘Ooops! Maybe a little too well,’ Ooopsa said.
The mixture started to froth and bubble even faster, like a volcano that’s just fallen in love and
can’t wait to tell the world.
Shiva’s mixture wasn’t the only problem. Thumbelina’s ears may have been quite small but they were very good at listening
for danger and that was exactly what they heard.
‘Somebody’s coming!’
‘At least they won’t be able to smell any elephant fart,’ Shiva said proudly. ‘They’ll never know an elephant was here.’
‘Unless they open the door!’
‘It’s okay,’ Ooopsa said. ‘You distract them and I’ll shimmy down the drainpipe with my trunk.’
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‘Elephants can do that?’
‘We don’t have time to talk about how many things elephants can do!
You go outside and distract whoever is coming! And you fix that mixture
before it explodes. And I’ll… ooops, what am I doing again?’
‘Escaping!’ Thumbelina said, slipping out of the door and into
the corridor.
As soon as she shut the door, Thumbelina saw three strange figures
striding down the corridor. The first was a stylish older lady dressed
entirely in green, from her bright green heels to her dark green eyeshadow. Beside her were two tall teenage boys with identical
pinstriped suits and expressions of superiority.
‘What are you doing here, shortie?’ one of them said.
‘Yeah, titchie, this corridor is for people who are really tall like us,’
the other said.
Thumbelina sighed. She hated when people acted like being tall was
some great skill. She waited for the older lady to give out to them for
their rudeness but instead the lady said,
‘You heard the question: what are you doing here?’
Thumbelina thought it best not to give the lady a lecture on manners:
she wasn’t supposed to be on the staff corridor, after all.
‘Er… I was helping to clean up.’
The lady smiled. ‘Excellent idea! Far more children should be cleaning toilets instead of learning things, if you ask me,
especially when we have to pay so much money to cleaners! That’s why I’m very happy to have Wilz and Wills as my interns,
isn’t that right, Wills?’
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‘Absolutely!’ both of the teenagers said together.
‘She was talking to me. She said Wilz with one ‘l’ and a ‘z’, one of them said.
‘She was clearly talking to a Will with two ‘l’s and an ‘s,’ which would be me!’ the other said.
Thumbelina thought it was confusing to have two interns with the same name who dressed identically but she kept quiet.
She could hear Shiva’s bubbling mixture and the sound of a small elephant squeezing out of a window and hoped she
could distract the strangers for long enough for Ooopsa to escape.
‘Are you a new teacher?’ Thumbelina asked the lady.
The lady laughed, as if being a teacher were a ridiculous occupation for somebody at a school.
‘Kno, kno, I’m the knew Director of Business, that’s why I have two knice knew interns! My kname is Knuala Knickerbocker.
That’s ‘Knuala’ with a ‘k’ like ‘knice’ and ‘knaturally beautiful’ and ‘Knorway.’
Thumbelina couldn’t help responding.
‘Neither ‘Norway’ nor ‘nice’ are spelt with a ‘k’. If you want a word which starts with a silent ‘k’ you could use ‘knowledge’
or ‘knife.’
‘Kno!’ the lady said. ‘Knorway’ is spelt with a ‘k’ just like ‘knever’ and ‘knose’ as in ‘mind your knose’ and ‘knever
contradict the knew Director of Business at this school!’ My motto is more MORE MORE! I think I should have MORE
of everything, including cars, chocolates and letters in my kname. That’s ‘kname’ with a ‘k’ like ‘Knuala. What’s your
kname, anyway?’
‘Thumbelina Jellyfizz.’
Knuala Knickerbocker’s smile froze.
That can’t be your real kname!’
‘It is.’
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‘Kno, kno, I’ve been warned about you! I know your real kname is –’
KERRRRRRRRR-WHIZZZZZZZZZZ-POPPPPPPPP-KEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR!
Knuala Knickerbocker moved towards the bathroom door.
‘What is that knasty knoise?’
‘Somebody’s in there,’ Wills said.
‘I was going to say that!’ Wilz said.
‘Quiet you knitwits,’ Knuala Knickerbocker said. ‘What is that knoxious smell?’
‘It’s nothing,’ Thumbelina said as Knuala Knickerbocker’s green fingernails reached for the door handle.
‘Wait,’ Thumbelina said. ‘Don’t go in there, I’ll tell you my real name, it’s –’
BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOMMMMM!
Shiva’s mixture had stopped frothing and bubbling like a volcano because it had exploded all over the bathroom
instead. Knuala Knickerbocker removed a strand of slimy seaweed that was stuck on her high-heel. Wilz peeled off
a bit of smelly sock from his cheek. Wills pulled a glob of strawberry-coloured dog vomit out of his hair. Shiva looked
nervously around the room. Ooopsa had managed to escape but that was the least of their worries.
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‘We were just trying out a science experiment,’ Shiva said. ‘I’m Shiva Sarkar! You can ask Mrs. Pipette, I’m really good
at science – ’
Knuala Knickerbocker managed a terrifyingly fake smile.
‘Knice to meet you, Shiva. I’m Knuala Knickerbocker. That’s ‘Knuala’ with a ‘k’ like ‘kno, I don’t like when knasty urchins
cover me with goo’ and ‘know you’re in very big trouble… !’
***
It was difficult to be a private detective in detention. Thumbelina wanted to search for Ooopsa or look on the internet
for clues about the F.A.R.T. Files. Instead, she was stuck in the school’s dusty library.
‘Knasty urchins won’t be having any fun here,’ Knuala Knickerbocker said with a smile. ‘Kno, kno, you’ll have to shelve
books instead of playing in the yard: that’s what you kninnies get for covering the knew Business Director of the
School in knoxious goo!’
‘Exactly!’ Wilz and Wills said.
‘Isn’t it the librarian’s job to shelve books?’ Shiva asked.
‘Knot anymore! I’m firing all the librarians because it’s much more efficient to have students do the work.’
‘But we don’t know where the books go,’ Shiva said.
‘And there’s no way I can reach the top shelves,’ Thumbelina said.
‘Knot to worry, it’s very easy. All the books go in the same shelf!’
Wilz and Wills demonstrated which shelf Knuala Knickerbocker meant. Thumbelina gasped in horror.
‘That isn’t a shelf, it’s a bin bag!’
‘As Director of Business of this school I have knew, exciting plans for this library and the books will get in the way.’
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‘What are your plans?’ Thumbelina asked, suddenly noticing the stack of green folders that Knuala Knickerbocker
was carrying.
‘Knone of your business, they’re top secret!’ Knuala Knickerbocker said. ‘And I have much more important things to do
than chat with students who should be shelving books into bin bags. Make sure you’ve shelved at least knine hundred
books before the end of the day otherwise you knitwits will be in knoodles of trouble!’
Knuala Knickerbocker threw a roll of bin bags at them and walked out of the door with Wilz and Wills, all three of them
ignoring the ‘no cackling in the library’ sign.
‘This is terrible,’ Thumbelina said, looking up at the rows and rows of books that they were supposed to shelve into bin
bags. ‘We’ll never finish this in time to help Ooopsa.’
Shiva rummaged in his bag.
Maybe I can make some Catapulting Coconut-Conkers and knock down some books.’
‘Your inventions got us into this trouble in the first place,’ Thumbelina said.
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‘No, meeting a talking elephant in the staff toilet is what got us into trouble.’
‘Let’s not argue,’ Thumbelina said, which is what she said whenever Shiva was about to win an argument. ‘Why don’t
you give me some Cheery-Cherry Chewing Gum?’
‘Okay,’ Shiva said, fishing out some bright red chewing gum.
‘You can’t eat sweets in the library.’

Thumbelina turned around to see where the small voice had come from.
‘Is somebody there?’ Thumbelina asked. ‘Did you say something?’
‘I said you really shouldn’t have sweets in the library and you really shouldn’t talk either.’

‘We can’t hear you,’ Thumbelina said. ‘Who’s there?’
‘Oh no,’ Shiva said, because he knew exactly who was there.
‘You’ll be in so much trouble with Mam for getting in detention,’ the voice said, coming out of the shadows in the corner.

‘Sara-SWOTTY!’ Thumbelina said, in surprise.
‘My name is Saraswati!’ the girl said.
‘Yes, sorry,’ Thumbelina said.
She was used to calling Shiva’s sister by the name he used, which Shiva thought was a fair name for somebody
who voluntarily spent their lunch break in the library when they could have been eating sweets or investigating
criminal masterminds.
‘You of all people should call me by the name I want,’ Saraswati said. ‘I know how much you hate it when people call you –’
WHOOOOOSSSSH-BOOOOOOOOOOOINNNNNNNNNNGGGGGGGGGGGG!
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Oh sorry, the library’s copy of Ten Thousand Trampolining Tricks got scared of all the bin bags and decided to escape.
Meanwhile, Shiva offered Saraswati some chewing gum.
‘Come on, if there are no librarians it doesn’t matter if we eat here or not, does it?’
‘I suppose not,’ Saraswati said, slumping onto the floor. ‘I’m never going to learn how to be a proper librarian now anyway.
I said ‘sssssssssssssssh’ earlier when that new Director of Business was talking and she didn’t even notice.’
‘Maybe you could try ssssssshing a bit louder,’ Thumbelina said. ‘My Mam can break windows with her sssssssssshs.’
‘Sssssssssssssssh!’ Saraswati tried.
‘Er, very good,’ Thumbelina said.
‘No, it’s not,’ Saraswati said. ‘I’ll never be a librarian now!’
‘You could help us,’ Shiva said.
‘No way am I helping to shelve books into bin bags!’
‘You don’t have to,’ Shiva said. ‘We’ve got a case to solve and I’ve got
a brilliant plan.’
‘It better not involve Elephant-Fart Repellant Soup,’ Thumbelina said.
‘Oh, no, it’s much more dangerous,’ Shiva said. ‘We’re going to read.’
Several minutes later, Thumbelina and Shiva stared at the giant pile of books
that Saraswati had collected. Saraswati had given a presentation to her class
about climate change so she had lots of ideas about where they could find
information about the F.A.R.T. Files. Unfortunately, all the books had titles like
1,001 Facts about Climate Change That Will Send You to Sleep Quickly
or A Long and Exhausting History of Carbon Dioxide that You’ll Probably
Want to Put Down Soon.
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‘Do we really have to read these books?’ Thumbelina asked.
‘Maybe we can just look for the pictures,’ Shiva said, flicking through.
‘You probably remember a lot about climate change from my presentation,’ Saraswati said.
‘Yes, of course,’ Shiva said.
‘Maybe you could give us a reminder?’ Thumbelina said. ‘I couldn’t quite hear everything.’
It was true that Saraswati was afraid of public speaking and spoke in a very quiet voice around crowds. It was also true
that Thumbelina and Shiva had spent most of her presentation playing rock, paper, scissors at the back of the class.
Saraswati cleared her throat.
Well, you know that humans burn fossil fuels like coal and gas and oil. And burning fuels releases greenhouse gases
like carbon dioxide – ’
‘Yeah,’ Shiva remembered. ‘Carbon dioxide is like invisible ink, you can’t see it but there’s LOADS of it in the sky.’
‘Right,’ Saraswati said. ‘It traps the sun’s rays and now the world’s climate is changing faster than it ever has before and –’
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ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
ZZZZZZZZZZZ!
Oh, I’m sorry, I nodded off for a moment. It’s hard for me to keep awake
when people talk about climate change sometimes. Meanwhile, Saraswati
had found a map in one of the books.
‘Look at this island in the Pacific Ocean, Tuvalu,’ Saraswati said.
‘It might disappear in a few years even though the people there
hardly pollute anything. Climate change is really unfair because
the countries that weren’t having pollution parties are the ones
where most of the bad things are going to happen.’
‘Like Bangladesh!’ Shiva added. ‘Our cousins lost their house
and nearly died in a cyclone last year. But I don’t see what this
has to do with the F.A.R.T. Files.’
‘There must be a connection,’ Thumbelina said, picking up
another book. ‘This one is about methane, which is another
greenhouse gas like carbon dioxide. Its symbol is CH4 and…
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ.’
I’m sorry to say that Thumbelina herself fell asleep for a moment. Luckily,
Shiva came prepared.
‘Here, have a Coffee Chew.’
‘Brilliant,’ Thumbelina said. ‘Mam always drinks lots of coffee when she has
to work a double shift. So the caffeine will keep us awake?’
‘Oh, yeah, that’s a good idea,’ Shiva said. ‘Caffeine!’
Thumbelina looked puzzled.
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‘If the caffeine in Coffee Chews isn’t going to keep us awake then what… Ow! Is this sweet punching me?’
‘Yeah,’ Shiva said, smiling. ‘I figured it would be hard to fall asleep if sweets were punching you.’
‘Hmmm, I really don’t know if I should let you eat sweets that punch the inside of your mouth
in a library,’ Saraswati said. ‘Especially when we’re all talking so loudly. I haven’t ssssssshed
anybody in ten minutes! I’ll never become a librarian if I don’t meet my sssssssh quota.’
‘You could help us figure out these books,’ Thumbelina said. ‘Isn’t that what swots are good for?’
‘I’ve told you, I don’t like to be called Sara-SWOTTY anymore than you want to be called – ’
EURRREEEEEEEEEKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!
Saraswati turned to her brother.
‘Sssssssssh!’ she said.
‘What is it?’ Thumbelina said.
Shiva pointed to a photo of an elephant on the cover of one of the books.
‘This is a book about climate change AND elephants!’
Saraswati picked up the book and flipped to the index at the back.
‘It also has ‘flatulence’ listed as a topic. Flatulence is a fancy word for farts.’
‘I know!’ Thumbelina said, which was what she always said when somebody knew more than her.
‘Oh look, here we are,’ Saraswati said. ‘Flatulence, animal, pages 456-457.’Shiva pulled the book from his sister.
‘Emissions of methane that stem from bovine and elephantine flatulence can cause twenty times as… can you explain
what this has to do with elephant farts?’
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‘Give me a sec,’ Saraswati said, flicking through the book while Shiva tried to catch
Coffee Chews in his open mouth.
‘Aha!’ Saraswati said. ‘When animals fart they release gases and one of the gases
that animals release is methane.’
‘Which is a greenhouse gas,’ Thumbelina remembered.
‘Exactly. And methane stays hanging in the sky for much longer than carbon dioxide.
The problem is that now there are lots more cows in the world than there used
to be. Because of cow’s diets, their flatulence is especially, er, powerful, so they
release a lot of methane. Other animals with similar stomachs like rhinos or elephants
do as well.’
‘So the more cows and elephants that fart the more methane goes into the air,’ Shiva said.
‘And the more climate change there is,’ Thumbelina said. ‘That’s it! Elephant farts are
causing climate change. That’s why Ooopsa is in trouble: climate change is all her fault!’
‘Oh no,’ Shiva said. ‘She seemed like a nice elephant. Smelly, but nice.’
‘She is nice,’ Thumbelina said, remembering all the afternoons she’d spent playing skipping over Ooopsa’s trunk or splashing
in the rain together. ‘Climate change can’t be Ooopsa’s fault!’
‘If only we could look at the F.A.R.T. Files,’ Shiva said. ‘I bet there’d be a clue there.’
‘Have you checked the library catalogue?’ Saraswati asked.
Thumbelina and Shiva looked at Saraswati as if she were speaking a different language.
‘Huh?’
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‘You know, the catalogue,’ Saraswati said, moving over to a computer. ‘It has all the books listed at this school. You can
type in a title and search and…’

‘What is it?’
‘That’s strange. The F.A.R.T. Files is listed but it’s stored in the new office of the Director of Business. And it’s marked top secret.’
‘Very suspicious,’ Thumbelina said. ‘We just need a way to sneak into Knuala Knickerbocker’s office. I’m small enough
to fit through the window but I bet those two silly interns of hers will be guarding the door.’
Shiva smiled.
‘Don’t worry. I have a brilliant plan.’
***
Sometimes Shiva’s plans really were brilliant. Shiva announced that he had a free bag of Bouncing Blueberries for
anybody with a ‘z’ in their name. Wilz was very happy but Wills was annoyed because he thought that people with two
‘l’s in their name should get twice as many sweets. While Wilz and Wills were busy fighting, Thumbelina was able to stand
on Saraswati’s shoulders, creep in the small window at the top of Knuala Knickerbocker’s office, jump onto one of the
filing cabinets, and unlock the door to let Shiva and Saraswati in while Wilz was using most of his Bouncing Blueberries
to throw at Wills.
Once they had locked the door, they all got straight to work. Thumbelina and Shiva searched through the filing cabinets
while Saraswati logged onto the computer and searched the internet.
‘Uh-oh,’ Saraswati said.
‘What?’
‘A breaking report from The Daily Knews earlier: ‘Dangerous Criminal Ooopsa the Elephant Captured’.
‘No!’
‘Yes.’
Saraswati read out the article.
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‘Brilliant businesswoman, volunteer chief of police, owner of this knewspaper, and all-round brilliant person,
Knuala Knickerbocker (that’s ‘Knuala’ with a ‘k’ like in ‘knewspaper’ and ‘Knicki Minaj’), saved the city
from a gang of evil animals intent on causing climate change earlier this afternoon.
‘Kno, kno, I’m knot a hero!’ Knuala Knickerbocker protested. ‘I’m sure everybody will be happy that all the elephants
and rhinos and hippos in the zoo have been locked up and won’t be able to cause climate change with their dirty
activities. We’ve arrested all the other animals too, because they looked very suspicious and they’d probably
be causing climate change if they could. Luckily, our school has just bought the zoo for a very cheap price and
I have a much more efficient use for the space. Kno, kno, you don’t have to thank me, I’m just knaturally very knice.’
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‘They must have arrested Ooopsa when she was getting down the drain-pipe,’ Shiva said. ‘I knew I should have given
her some Popping Peppers to throw at anybody who tried to snatch her.’
‘It’s okay, we’re going to rescue her,’ Thumbelina said. ‘As soon as we read this.’
Thumbelina pulled out a large green folder with the label ‘F.A.R.T. Files.’
‘It is about farting animals,’ Saraswati said. ‘Look, each of the letters stands for something:
Flatulent Animals Release Toxins.’
‘Flatulent means farting,’ Shiva said.
‘I know!’ Thumbelina said.
‘So we were right,’ Shiva said. ‘Knuala Knickerbocker does want to capture Ooopsa and
the other animals because they’re causing climate change.’
Thumbelina peered at the folder.
‘Something is weird about this ink,’ she said.
She pulled out her magnifying glass and looked closer.
‘I think there’s a secret message in invisible ink. Shiva, do you still have your Lint and Lemon Lollipops?’
Shiva beamed.
‘Course I do!’
Lint and Lemon Lollipops were one of Shiva’s favourite inventions. The lint was added so nobody
would want to eat them. And the lemon was acidic which meant it did all sorts of things like
make mouths twist at the sour flavor or reveal messages written in invisible ink by criminal
masterminds. Shiva scrolled the Lint and Lemon Lollipop over the folder and waited.
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‘No way will this work,’ Saraswati said. ‘Why would somebody… what is that?’
Another word started to appear underneath. Thumbelina stared at the paper.
‘Fracking?’
‘That’s when companies pump water and dangerous chemicals into the ground to get natural gas,’ Saraswati said.
‘I know,’ Thumbelina said.
‘There’s more,’ Shiva said.
‘Fracking aids Rich…’
‘Tycoons!’ Saraswati said. ‘That’s a word for business people who have so much money they need a fancy word
to describe them.’
‘Do you think that’s the real message of the F.A.R.T. Files? Fracking Aids Rich Tycoons? But what does that have
to do with animals?’
Saraswati pulled out another folder.
‘Look at this.’
Shiva and Thumbelina stared at the document.
‘Is that a map?’ Shiva asked.
‘It’s a natural gas pipe,’ Saraswati said. ‘As well as being the Director of Business at our school and Head of the Newspaper,
Knuala Knickerbocker is the owner of a company called Knice Knatural Gas. It looks like she wants to build a new gas pipe.’
‘But she can’t. The zoo is in the way.’
‘And the library!’
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A light bulb flashed above Thumbelina’s head.
‘Oh, sorry, I leant against the light switch,’ Shiva said.
‘And I just figured something out,’ Thumbelina said. ‘That’s the reason why Knuala Knickerbocker wants to get rid
of all the books in the library: so she can make space for her pipe!’
‘And that’s why she wants to arrest all the animals,’ Saraswati said. ‘So she can dig the pipe through the zoo.’
‘But why did she have to drag all the animals into all this?’ Shiva asked. ‘She could have put them into a different zoo
without blaming them for climate change.’
‘She probably got tickled by an elephant once and wants to get revenge,’ Thumbelina said.
‘No, think about what causes climate change,’ Saraswati said.
‘We know what causes climate change,’ Shiva said. ‘Methane from animal farts!’
‘That’s part of the problem,’ Saraswati said. ‘But lots of things release greenhouse gases. When humans burp or fart,
some very small greenhouse gases are emitted.’
Shiva burped.
‘Wait, you mean I just released carbon dioxide now?’
‘Yes, a very small bit.’
Thumbelina farted.
‘Ooops, I just sent some carbon dioxide into the air too.’
‘Yes, but only a tiny bit,’ Saraswati said. ‘Greenhouse gases have always been part of our atmosphere. The problem
is that now there are far more of them than we’ve ever had before.’
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‘Because there are too many elephants and cows farting,’ Shiva said.
‘Exactly,’ Thumbelina said.
‘No!’ Saraswati said. ‘The real problem is –’
‘Rhinos,’ Shiva said. ‘They’re much bigger. I bet they release lots
of methane.’
‘No,’ Saraswati said.
‘It’s probably hippos,’ Thumbelina said. ‘I think people fart much
more in the water and they’re probably farting all day.’
‘Especially if they’re hungry hippos,’ Shiva said. ‘Think about all the
food they’re eating. And all those hippo farts releasing methane
and ruining the planet.’
‘No!’ Saraswati said. ‘The animals aren’t the problem. That’s just what Knuala Knickerbocker wants people to think with
the F.A.R.T. Files. The real problem is humans. There wouldn’t be so many cows farting if people weren’t eating so much
beef. And humans are the ones who keep on drilling for more fossil fuels.’
A light bulb flashed above Thumbelina’s head.
‘Shiva, stop turning on the lights,’ Saraswati said. ‘You’re wasting electricity!’
‘I didn’t do anything!’
‘It’s because I’ve figured something out,’ Thumbelina said. ‘Human made climate change is like an elephant in the room.
We’re causing the problem but nobody wants to talk about it. We’re blaming climate change on farting animals but really
the problem is fossil fuel companies. They’re ‘the elephant in the room’!’
‘Or the elephant fart in the room,’ Shiva said.
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Thumbelina thought for a second.

‘If Knuala Knickerbocker builds her pipe, there’ll be more methane in the air and climate change will be even worse.’
Saraswati nodded.
‘We have to stop her,’ Thumbelina said.
Saraswati opened up another green folder.
‘Looks like we don’t have much time. The official opening of her pipe is tonight. That’s why she was in such a hurry
to clear the library and lock up the animals.’
‘I think I need to make some more Cheer-me-up Cherries,’ Shiva said. ‘This is really bad.’
‘No,’ Thumbelina said. ‘We have to save the planet. And we’d better do it before dinnertime or we’ll definitely get grounded.’
Shiva was all set to help save the planet until he remembered that his favourite television show was about to start.
‘It’s The Great Robot Bake Off,’ he protested. ‘It combines my love of food with my love of exploding robots.’
‘Shiva, think of Ooopsa and all the other animals who are in jail right now,’ Thumbelina said. ‘We have to hurry!’
‘Yeah, but maybe we could wait an hour? It’s a special episode where they have to make fruitcake and whichever robot
messes it up the most gets exploded and turned into a vacuum cleaner.’
Saraswati turned to her brother.
‘What about Rashmi? Her whole town will be underwater in a few years if we don’t do something about climate change.’
‘Rashmi’s our cousin,’ Shiva told Thumbelina. ‘And she stole my World Cup stickers the last time we visited. Bangladesh
aren’t even any good at football.’
‘She swapped you fair and square,’ Saraswati said.
‘She cheated when we were arm-wrestling,’ Shiva said.
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‘Even if she did, that doesn’t mean she should drown,’ Saraswati said.
Shiva shrugged as if he wasn’t sure about that, but after Saraswati stared at him for a while he agreed to help. Until
he remembered that it was a special double episode of The Great Robot Bake-Off and two robots that made bad cakes
would be exploded.
‘I’ll follow you in an hour,’ Shiva said.
‘Bananas!’ Saraswati said.
‘I’m not bananas,’ Shiva said. ‘I just like watching telly sometimes.’
‘No, you care about bananas don’t you?’ Saraswati asked. ‘You need them for your Banana Bubblegum recipe,
don’t you.’
Shiva nodded.
‘And you need avocadoes for your Guacamole Gumdrops. And coffee for your Coffee Chews.’
‘So what?’
‘If the planet’s climate keeps changing this fast, some foods will be much harder to grow,’ Saraswati
said. ‘By the time you open Shiva’s Scientific Sweets you won’t be able to afford coffee or bananas.
There might not be any more avocadoes. And you probably won’t be able to buy chocolate either.’
Shiva’s mouth opened very wide in shock.
‘That’s right,’ Saraswati said with a grin. ‘No chocolate in the future unless we fix climate change.’
Shiva decided he would record The Great Robot Bake Off.
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***
It turned out that most of the adults in the town were recording The Great Robot Bake Off too. Everybody wanted to see
the unveiling of the exciting new gas pipe and get the opportunity to boo criminal animals. Wilz and Wills had stopped
fighting and one of them was sitting in a bright green fracking machine while the other handed out tomatoes to throw
at the animals.
‘Take that for causing climate change,’ Wilz said, throwing a tomato at the large cage where all the animals of the zoo
were squished inside.
A tiger growled and a lion roared but Wilz just laughed.
‘Poor Ooopsa,’ Thumbelina said, looking at her confused friend, who had probably forgotten why she was in jail in the first place.
‘We’ve got to stop this,’ Shiva said, looking around the land.
The Knaturally Knice Gas Company had already got to work and dug up all the flowers and swings and grass to make
way for mud and muck and a giant gas pipe. The mouth of the pipe poked out like an enormous periscope. A bright green
ribbon stretched across the opening. Knuala Knickerbocker walked towards the pipe in stylish green wellies holding
an enormous pair of scissors.
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‘Know, know, there’ll be plenty of time to boo animals later,’ Knuala Knickerbocker said, hushing the crowd. ‘Kneighbours
and friends, the time is knigh to launch our knew era! I’m sure there won’t be any kniggling objections, so I’ll go ahead
and officially open my knice knew pipe!’
‘Wait a minute, we have an objection!’ Thumbelina shouted.
‘What was that?’ Knuala Knickerbocker said. ‘It sounded like somebody spoke but I can’t see anybody. If somebody
is that small then they can’t have anything important to say!’
‘We’ve got to make an objection,’ Thumbelina said. ‘Come on, Saraswati, you’re tall and you know loads about climate
change: tell everybody why they shouldn’t open this pipe.’
‘I can’t speak in public,’ Saraswati said.
‘You’ve got to!’ Shiva said.
‘I can’t.’
‘You can,’ Thumbelina said. ‘Those interns don’t know anything but that doesn’t stop them talking.’
As if to prove her point, Wills started talking loudly about how glad he was to be tall enough to reach the lever to start
piping natural gas.
Saraswati took a deep breath.
‘We shouldn’t open this pipe,’ she said.

‘Somebody with a tiny voice is trying to talk,’ Wilz said.
‘Speak up!’ somebody shouted from the crowd.
‘I’m tired of people talking when we could be throwing tomatoes at criminal animals,’ somebody else shouted.
‘Kno more knonsense,’ Knuala Knickerbocker said, opening her giant pair of scissors.
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‘You can’t do that!’ Saraswati tried to shout.

‘I have knapsacks full of money so I can do whatever I want! And what I want to do, is open my pipe.’
Unfortunately, that was exactly what Knuala Knickerbocker did. Her giant scissors went snip. The green ribbon
fell to the ground. The crowd cheered. And Knuala Knickerbocker and Wills and Wilz started to laugh like criminal
masterminds who knew it was too late for anybody to stop them.
‘MWAHHH-HAAAH-HAAAH-HAAAH-HAAAH,’ laughed Knuala Knickerbocker.
‘TEEE-HEEEE-HEEEE-TIDDLY-DEE-HEEEE-TEEE,’ laughed Wills and Wilz.
‘Know knobody can stop me,’ said Knuala Knickerbocker.
‘I can!’
Saraswati never knew how she found a different voice inside her. Sometimes being ignored can make your voice
grow bigger. Sometimes when you’re scared or angry you find words that you never knew you had. Whatever the
reason, Saraswati stopped worrying about speaking in public and spoke with a voice that could have filled a ballroom
or stopped the fires of dragons.
‘I object to this pipe!’
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‘Who are you?’ Wilz said. ‘I bet you don’t even have a ‘z’ in your name!’
‘Or two ‘l’s Wills said.
Saraswati ignored them.
‘You can’t frack here. Fracking squirts dangerous chemicals into the ground and it could pollute our water supply.’
‘Knonsense,’ Knuala Knickerbocker said, patting her drilling machine. ‘Anyway, knobody kneeds to drink water from a tap.
Knot when they can buy my Knice and Knatural Fizzy Drink instead.’
‘Water should be clean,’ Saraswati said. ‘And free. And it makes no sense to risk our water when fracking causes climate
change too.’
‘We’ve already been over this,’ Wilz and Wills shouted. ‘Farting animals cause climate change!’
‘Not as much as dirty fossil fuels,’ Saraswati said. ‘We have to change to renewable energies like wind and solar.
And we definitely shouldn’t be fracking through our school library.’
‘Kno, kno, kno,’ Knuala Knickerbocker said. ‘Knatural gas’ is spelt with a silent ‘k’ like ‘knice’ and ‘knecessary’ and ‘knormal’.
‘No,’ Saraswati said. ‘It’s spelt with an ‘n’ like ‘nasty’ and ‘noxious’ and ‘not good for our planet.’
‘Kno, kno,’ Knuala Knickerbocker said. ‘Knatural gas is very green, like this pipe and my clothes.’
‘And my tie,’ Wills shouted.
‘Knothing green can be bad for the planet so this pipe must be good,’ Knuala Knickerbocker said.
The grown-ups looked confused so Saraswati told them more about climate change. Shiva gave them Coffee Chews
to make sure they stayed awake while Saraswati explained that even though gas wasn’t as dirty as coal, it was still bad
news. She listened while all the grown-ups told her how much they recycled and about how few plastic bags they used.
Saraswati told them that these small things were nice but they weren’t big enough to save the planet. She showed them
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a short video that Rashmi had made about Bangladesh and how fast the climate was changing there, even though
people used much less fossil fuels than in England. And then Saraswati walked over to the entrance of the pipe and
told the grown-ups that the biggest thing they could do about climate change was to stand together and object to the pipe.
‘I want Rashmi to have a home,’ Saraswati said. ‘I object to this pipe!’
Shiva walked over beside her. ‘I want there to be chocolate and avocadoes in the future,’ Shiva said. ‘I object to this pipe!’
Thumbelina followed. ‘I object to this pipe because I think animals have the right to fart as much as they like!’
Not everybody was convinced. Some people had started to fall asleep, even with the Coffee Chews
punching them. But then one person stepped forward.
‘I like to dip my snots in tap water,’ Miss Joffrey said. ‘I object to this pipe!’
Another followed.
‘I don’t think libraries should be closed for pipes,’ Miss Sssssh said. ‘I object to this pipe!’
Soon, the whole crowd was standing in front of the pipe.
‘I don’t think we should frack when we could use wind power,’ Miss Pipette said. ‘I object to this pipe!’
‘I don’t like green things,’ Mr. Beige said. ‘I object to this pipe!’
‘I object to this pipe because I like meddling,’ Mr. Meddle said.
‘And if climate change kills all the people on earth there’ll be nobody’s business left to meddle in,’ Mrs. Meddle added.
‘I object to this pipe too!’
Knuala Knickerbocker’s face turned red.
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‘Knone of you knincompoops can stop me with your knuisance objections! I have lots of friends in the police! I own
the knewspaper! And knobody will care if I knock all you knellies over.’
Knuala Knickerbocker ran inside a bulldozer and started the engine.
‘Out of my way, knobodys!’ she yelled. ‘My motto is more MORE MORE! and I want MORE! of everything, including
fossil fuels and money. Know scram!’
Wilz and Wills jumped into two other bulldozers and this was enough to make all the grown-ups run away.
Knuala Knickerbocker laughed.
‘MWAAAHH-HAAAH-HAAAAH-HAA-HAAAHH! You think some tiny kids will stop me?’
‘You’re so tiny, you probably couldn’t even block a tap,’ Wilz sneered.
‘Maybe I can’t block this pipe,’ Thumbelina admitted. ‘But I know something that can.’
Sometimes brilliant plans can be as contagious as combs on nit days. While Saraswati was speaking, Thumbelina had
had a brilliant plan of her own. She’d crept over to the cage that held all the animals and was small enough to not be
seen and smart enough to pick open the lock with one of her hairpins.
Now, Ooopsa ran over to join the children in front of the pipe.
‘You think a tiny elephant is going to stop me?’ Knuala Knickerbocker said.
‘Hmpf!’ Ooopsa said. ‘I am proud to be a small elephant. And lots of big things can come from small things, including
POOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOORRRRRRRRFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF!
There is something stinkier than an elephant’s fart. It’s more substantial than a fart, it doesn’t release any methane,
and it’s much better at blocking up pipes.
‘Kno!’ Knuala Knickerbocker screamed. ‘You can’t block my pipe with elephant poo!’
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‘No, we can’t,’ Shiva said. ‘That’s why we’ve got other kinds
of poo to help.’
Shiva had given some of his Lentil Lollipops to all the animals
in the cage, which made them very ready to help support a good
cause. Knuala Knickerbocker opened her mouth in protest but
nobody could hear what she said because there were lots of other
sounds like SQUEEEEELCCCCH and BRRRRRRRRRAFFFFFFFFF
and PHARRRRRRRRRRPPPPPPPPPPP and PRRRRRREEEEERRR
RRRRRRRRRRPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP.
In a matter of minutes, the pipe was completely blocked
with all kinds of poo – elephant, rhino, hippo, cow, water
buffalo – and a nice bit of new gnu poo from Gladys the Gnu.
‘This is the icing on the cake!’ Knuala Knickerbocker screamed. ‘And I don’t mean in a knice way. I’m going to have
you all arrested. And then I’m going to bulldoze through that poo. Where did those tomatoes go? Let’s throw some at these
dangerous criminals!’
Knuala Knickerbocker turned to shout at her interns but Wilz and Wills had other things to worry about. None of the
animals had liked being pelted with tomatoes and locked in the same small cage. Some of the larger elephants decided
to take matters into their own trunks, so to speak.
‘Put me down!’ Wills shouted.
‘Maybe you could say sorry for blaming us for climate change?’ Ooopsa said.
‘Never,’ Wilz said. ‘And let me down, you’ll ruin my hair!’
Wills glared at Thumbelina.
‘I’ll get you, you little squirt, I know your real name is –’
WHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE-SPPPPPPPLLLLLAAAAATTTTTTTTT!
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I’m sorry to say that before he could finish his sentence, Wills landed in a pile of pipe-poo. Wilz followed shortly after.
Their legs stuck out like a Flake in a ’99. A really smelly ’99 that you probably wouldn’t want to eat.
‘Maybe I should get going,’ Knuala Knickerbocker said.
However, Knuala Knickerbocker was no match for an elephant, a rhinoceros and two angry gnus.
‘Let me down, you knasty beasts,’ she shouted.
‘Say sorry,’ Thumbelina said.
‘Knever,’ Knuala Knickerbocker said. ‘You’ll knever beat me and I’ll knever apologise. You can call yourself Jellyfizz
but I know your real kname is – ’
SPPPPPPLLLLLLLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT!
Knuala Knickerbocker landed into the pile
of pipe poo with her two interns. None of them
looked very stylish once they squirmed out
of the pipe. Especially after Ooopsa helped
them wash off with some water from her trunk.
‘You just wait, I’ll find another town for my knice
knatural gas pipe,’ Knuala Knickerbocker shouted
as she ran away.
She meant it too and she’s knocking around the
country with her two interns, so be careful if you
see anybody spelling things knonsencially. You
should also look out for Ooopsa and her animal
friends. Some of the animals decided that being
in a zoo was too similar to being put in jail
so they’re off on a world cruise in a solar-powered
boat, though Ooopsa keeps forgetting where
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they’re supposed to be going. They’re trying to fart less, but Saraswati is working on a plan to make sure that humans
use less fossil fuels so that animals can fart as much as they like. Luckily, Saraswati had lots of books to help her
research. With the money they saved from the Director of Business’ salary, the school could afford to re-open the
library, so Saraswati was able to spend every lunchtime in the library.
Well, not every lunchtime. Some lunchtimes Saraswati helped test Shiva’s invenions, even if some of his products – like
Lettuce Ice-Cream or Fizzy Frog Legs – might have been called ‘vomit-inducing’ or ‘absolutely disgusting’ (Shiva
preferred ‘brilliant’). And some lunchtimes Saraswati even helped Thumbelina with her investigations, especially now
that Thumbelina never called her Sara-SWOTTY.
So as you can see, everybody farted happily ever after and the only thing left to tell you is Thumbelina
Jellyfizz’s real name which is –
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Notes on the commissions
Rainfall, Fell
Sarah Thomas
When my birthday gathering was washed out in the Cumbria floods in December 2015, it was the first time climate
change had so directly affected my existence. On hearing that my neighbour had drowned, however, my perspective
on it shifted a gear. I knew I was in a unique position to write about an historic weather event, from within it.
In the immediate aftermath the local people and the news narratives were loud and angry. Possibly because of Cumbria’s
rural status, low on Westminster’s list of priorities, it took a long time for infrastructure to be restored; indeed it is ongoing.
The Weatherfronts event provided a lens to think through what a more lasting story and a bigger picture might
look like. But I found there to be a bias in the commonly held definition of ‘expertise’, which did not acknowledge
indigenous/local knowledge as an equally important voice as science. I sought to redress that balance.
As the months passed and events unfolded as my story describes, what began to interest me more was the way
in which the shared experience of the floods allowed local people to be vulnerable together, and talk more openly
about difficult territory. Through these conversations, the depth of their intimate knowledge of the place began
to reveal itself. I was influenced by the concept of the ‘hydrosocial cycle’. Distinct from the hydrological cycle which
deals with the physical and geological processes of water movement, this holds that water is co-produced and changes
meaning depending on its social interactions. This commission, and the relationships about which it speaks, has also
provided a way for me to apprentice myself to my terrain and become part of its hydrosocial cycle. I believe it is by knowing
a place that you come to care deeply for it. This story, and the continuing unfolding of my relationship with the fell
is a contribution to that patchwork of intimacy.
Writing about the place I live and using my regular walks on the fell to inform this piece has focussed my attention
on the incremental changes and irregularities on the fell through a full year’s cycle – the commission deadline coincidentally
being the anniversary of the floods. These telling minutiae, like daffodils in January, trees laden with berries in autumn
like nobody remembers and the changing saturation of the ground could then be woven into the narrative so that we
perceive the human presence on the fell as part of an interconnected relationship with the more-than-human world.
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Different states of water and states of matter appear in each section. An aqueous vocabulary and shapes of movement
are employed throughout, in an attempt to literally immerse the reader in the story.
I would like to thank ‘Sylvia’, ‘Ian’, ‘Paul’ and ‘Jackie’ for their invaluable support, knowledge and ongoing
neighbourliness, which has inspired this piece and much more. Thanks also to Alan Lord who supplied me with daily
meteorological records of rainfall and temperature for 2015 and explained various intricacies of land use and place
names in Kentmere, having worked on the OS mapping project for the valley.

Thrift: A Love Story
Emma Howell
There were multiple threads from Weatherfronts which inspired this idea: Harriet’s presentation looking at individual
choices and actions and Paul’s talk exploring our relationship with oil and consumption. I wanted to write something
beautiful about climate change and develop a personal and emotional narrative – so I decided on love! There had been
interesting debates around ‘dystopia’ and the need to change the message, so Thrift is intentionally optimistic. I hoped
to use the safe images of food and gardens to engage people who are scared by the notions of a low carbon future and
what a warmer world will look like; I wanted to show that, perhaps, it needn’t be so threatening; instead it could offer
a richer life, filled with diversity, community and a place where there is time for people, the planet and love.

Doggerland Rising
Justina Hart
I hadn’t heard of Doggerland until the Weatherfronts conference, when I sat next to scientist Dr Louise Callard
at dinner. The name Dogger was familiar from the shipping forecast but I couldn’t have said where it was in the North
Sea; nor that Doggerland was once a vast, fertile, forested and low-lying landmass off the east coast of England linking
Britain to continental Europe.
Louise’s enthusiasm for her work in reconstructing past environmental change was infectious. She introduced
me to the concept of the Storegga tsunami which wiped Doggerland out. Some inhabitants might have survived,
we hypothesised, by walking across shallow seas from the Dogger Hills (the last remaining island) at low tide.
I left dinner, my head filled with ghostly figures drowning in prehistoric lands, pathos for their plight and a desire
to reimagine this lost world.
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My proposal coalesced on the train on the way home – I planned to create a sequence of six poems ‘told in the voices of the
ancient people of Doggerland as they witness and respond to rapid climate change’. In the period in which the poems are set,
our Mesolithic ancestors would have witnessed their landscape changing in their own lifetimes, as we are seeing now.
The poems would ask and answer questions such as: What do these people dream of and believe in? What do they
think is happening as the sea reclaims their land and as conditions become more extreme? How do they adapt? What
would they whisper to us down the centuries if they could? Might they have things to teach us? I was keen not
to project our own beliefs and fears onto them but to see what they had to say – to channel them, in effect.
It felt daring to set out to write in this positive and forward-looking way about climate change, but I discovered a concept
at Weatherfronts – Professor Harriet Bulkeley’s ‘realistic utopias’ – that made me think this approach might be valid,
even useful. She said that climate change is a reality, so we need stories about how we deal with it.
How to create this particular story? I’d never reanimated people from the distant past before. I was also new to writing
about climate change (although realised with a jolt at the conference that the novel I’ve been writing could be seen
through this lens). As ever, research was my way in. Face-to-face interviews with Durham University palaeo-scientists
helped me to understand the life the tribes might have led, what their landscape looked like, and what changes ‘my’
people might have seen (I was already becoming possessive about them!).
My inbox filled up with academic papers about the early Holocene and research into Doggerland. Scientific interest
was first piqued in 1931 when a fishing trawler pulled up an ancient, carved harpoon point made from antler, but
investigation into Doggerland’s submerged surfaces and sediments has intensified since the 1990s. This research
also convinced me to shy away from apocalyptic scenarios: the Doggerlanders would have been unlikely to stay until
the tsunami hit.
To find real examples of landscapes I could draw on, I made a journey to the River Medway in Kent to photograph
muddy estuaries; I walked in Derbyshire among trees that had tumbled into swamp-like bogs. Approaching the sequence
intuitively, I immersed myself in watery themes until poems started to flow. A Mesolithic character appeared in my mind’s
eye saying, ‘Follow me. I can lead the way.’ He’s the man we meet in poems I and II and can be seen as the sea-faring
husband in III.
The parting of the North Sea’s skin in poem I is imaginative, but also suggests modern fishing nets and boreholes
disturbing the sea. The sequence invites readers to make direct contact with our ancient ancestors: we don’t just hold
our Mesolithic man’s hand, we jump into his canoe with him. Poem II ends with him visiting ancestral islands, now
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underwater except at very low tide. Poem III is in a feminine voice, a counterpose to II. Then in IV the ancestors speak.
In V and VI we accompany the tribe as they ready themselves to leave.
There is terrible loss and sadness in the poems, but both the poems and the tribe turn to face the future. The sequence
refocuses on the reader. As the tribespeople walk away from their homeland and disappear into sunlight, they leave
footprints. Poem VI references the preserved prints that have been found in places such as Druridge Bay, Northumberland.
Many Mesolithic footprints are now also being revealed on our beaches by coastal erosion then wiped out by the tide
in a day, so they’re gone forever.
I might have started the project with shadowy folk trudging head down through an inhospitable land, but I ended
it by envying our Mesolithic ancestors. They had abundant food, a simpler life, and each tribe member would have
been multi-skilled – would have known how to hunt, fish, pick edible nuts and berries, wash clothes, erect a house,
make a fire and cook meals. Yes, they suffered an environmental tragedy, but the evidence and their voices suggest
they knew how to move on. Our Doggerlanders seem to be happy ghosts who left actual footprints we can follow.

The Greater Good
David Thorpe
I normally write dystopias, but I think it’s important to visualise a positive future, otherwise there’s a danger we’ll
inadvertently create dystopian futures. But utopias are both anodyne and impossible, and besides there’s always
change. Whatever we may plan, there are always inadvertent, unforeseen, consequences. So besides this story being
inspired by “Zero Carbon Britain”, the vision of the One Planet Council and Welsh legislation, I’m interested in climate
refugees and the UK attitude to immigration.
Ecological footprinting means measuring all consumption and production. The Internet of Things and ‘smart’ city
technology will make this relatively easy. Algorithms can then match demand to supply as well as supply to demand.
Under ecological footprinting, how much we all have as our fair share is proportionate to population as well as the
carrying capacity of land. My research has convinced me we can certainly find ways to grow more food per hectare using
organic agroecology and indoor farming, and we can certainly provide enough renewable power for all our needs. But
when sealevel rise reduces our land area and climate refugees hammer on the UK’s doors, something will have to give.
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Thumbelina Jellyfizz and the Elephant in the Bathroom
Darragh Martin
Three moments in the 2016 Weatherfronts conference spurred me to go back to an idea I had for a story about
a farting elephant on trial for causing climate change. The first was a seminar I attended on natural gas, where
I thought about the difficulty of representing the invisible and ‘clean’ natural gas in climate fiction.
The second was a debate in the Writer’s Panel, where I surprised myself by defending moral stories and arguing for the
necessity of clearer villains in climate change literature. I became interested in telling a story about climate change
for children that engaged with the moral implications of the fossil fuel industry.
And then an elephant strolled into the room in Dr. Harriet Bulkeley’s presentation. I’d met variations on this elephant
before; climate change is compared to a large and ignored problem with unfortunate regularity. Nonetheless, the
image of the elephant on the slideshow and Harriet’s point that many people working on climate change have their
own elephants in the room (the flights taken or coffee glugged) stuck with me throughout the conference and
compelled me to return to my ideas for a story about a very literal elephant in the room.
My hope is that an elephant on trial for her methane-emitting farts will appeal to young readers and also provide
a sort of reductio ad absurdum to one of the prevailing narratives in climate fiction: guilt about individual
actions that leads to inertia. Having worked on divestment campaigns for the last few years, I’m quite sensitive
to stories that reduce people’s agency to only their consumer choices, which, however laudable, won’t be enough
to avoid climate chaos. The aim here is to tell a story that empowers young people to act as citizens rather than just
consumers, tackles some of the elephants in the room summoned by the conference (including the fossil fuel industry
and climate justice), and – not incidentally – shares some jokes. These are dark days, so it’s important to have jokes.
It’s also important to have pictures. I was lucky enough to meet illustrator Euan Cook at a climate event and it has been
brilliant to work with somebody with the talent to bring explosive farts and knonsencial knitwits to life. It has also been
exciting to work with another artist passionate about tackling climate change; as well as telling stories about climate
change that imagine collective rather than individual actions, I’m also interested in how we as artistic and scientific
communities can tell these stories collaboratively, so I’m especially happy to submit this as one story among several,
with enough other pieces to soften the sting of any dreaded morals.
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About the authors and illustrator
Euan Cook has been illustrating children’s books for years, but this story has the most farts of any of them. His previous
work includes weird versions of Shakespeare stories, a full length graphic novel working with an award-winning writer,
and his own story about a man turning into a fish. He enjoys making and eating food with friends, dancing, exploring
his home city of London and watching the wildlife outside his window while he should be doing other stuff.
> euancook.com
Justina Hart is a poet, novelist and multi-disciplinary writer. Her poems have been shortlisted for the Poetry School’s
national pamphlet competition, and recently anthologised in two Arts Council-funded books of contemporary women’s
poetry. She has held commissioning editor roles in national newspapers, and her journalism has appeared in the Guardian,
the Independent, the Times Educational Supplement and other publications. Justina lives and writes aboard an electric,
solar-powered, nineteenth-century narrow-boat. Her current novel explores the devastating impact of human greed
on an English coastal town and its natural environment.
> justinahart.com
Emma Howell has been writing about the environment for some time. In 2015, Gorilla Gardening, a play for under 7s,
was produced by Dot and Ethel Theatre and toured nationally, showing children and families the fun to be had from
gardening. In 2016 Emma was writer-in-residence at BBC Gardeners World Live (NEC) in The Conservation Volunteers
garden, working to create visions of community green spaces. Her book Who Am I? was also published by Oxford
University Press in their Dominoes series for teenagers.
In 2010, Emma developed the Ark Project which brought together schools, environmental scientists, architects and
artists to create a positive vision of a low carbon future. The Ark was outside the Oxford Natural History Museum and
later toured to the Pleasance Edinburgh and Clarence House for Prince Charles’ Garden Party to Make a Difference.
It won two inspire marks from the Cultural Olympiad.
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Darragh Martin writes plays and children’s books. His work includes the Irish Book Awards nominated The Keeper,
‘The Sky-Snake and the Pot of Gold’ in Magic: New Fairy Tales by Irish Writers, An Air Balloon across Antarctica,
and Climate + Change + Theatre: the 350 Plays Project. Originally from Ireland, Darragh has a PhD from Columbia
University where he designed the university’s first class on Climate Change and Literature in 2015. He is involved
in climate activism as a divestment campaigner, member of BP or not BP?, and an occasional mermaid.
> darraghmartin.com
Sarah Thomas is a non-fiction writer. She is currently undertaking a creative writing PhD at the University of Glasgow
exploring themes of resilience and dwelling through memoir, based on a period spent living in remote northwest
Iceland. She became part of an Icelandic sheep farming family, the financial crisis hit, a volcano erupted, the Greenland
ice sheet experienced unprecedented melt and Iceland came to the world’s attention: the local became global and the
global came home. With a background in anthropology and documentary film, her work finds connections between the
visible and the invisible, rendering big stories on a human scale. In 2013 she was selected by author Robert Macfarlane
as Penguin Summer Wayfarer – a ‘mobile writer-in-residence’, walking across Britain guided only by what and who she
met on the way. She has been published in EarthLines, Dark Mountain, Caught by the River, An Antidote to Indifference,
Zoomorphic and Driftfish.
David Thorpe is a writer who believes that with imagination we can change the world. He is the author of the cli-fi
novel Stormteller which led to his presence on Hay Festival’s first cli-fi panel in 2015, and he won the HarperCollins–Saga
Magazine 2006 Childrens Novelist competition with his YA novel Hybrids. He also co-authored the Doc Chaos antinuclear novella, comics, TV and film scripts. David’s non-fiction includes many articles on carbon-free energy and
sustainable development, as well as several academic books. He has written for Greenpeace and Oxfam. David
is a co-Founder and Patron of One Planet Council.
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About the partners
TippingPoint is network-based organisation aiming to be a year round ‘connector’ of the arts and climate science
worlds. At the heart of their work is an international programme of two-day gatherings where artists and scientists
participate in an informal but intense series of meetings and exercises to provoke and engender collaborative
thinking and creative work. They also offer points of engagement through one off events, conferences and public
debates. From early 2017 TIppingPoint’s work is being taken over by Julie’s Bicycle, long established as an
international leader in ‘Sustaining Creativity’.
Free Word is Europe’s only centre for literature, literacy and freedom of expression. We believe that words change lives.
We are home to a vibrant community of Resident and Associate organisations whose works spans campaigning and
creative writing. We nurture writers, offer a space for collaboration for pioneering organisations and produce a public
programme exploring literature, politics and contemporary culture. Free Word is a charity; our core funders are Fritt
Ord, a free expression foundation in Norway, and Arts Council England.
Durham University is distinctive - a residential collegiate university with long traditions and modern values. We seek
the highest distinction in research and scholarship and are committed to excellence in all aspects of education
and transmission of knowledge. Our research and scholarship affect every continent. The Department of Geography
is one of the leading centres of geographical research and education in the world. Our ambition is to provide
an outstanding education experience for each and every one of our undergraduate and postgraduate students,
and for the Department to be a key research node in global networks, known for its agenda-setting research across
the range of our specialisms. Our specialisms span from Antarctica, Greenland and the Arctic to Bangladesh,
China and the emergent economies, whilst continuing to attend to the closer to home, the North East region in which
we are located.
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This publication is the result of a collaboration between TippingPoint,
Free Word and Durham University with support from Arts Council England
and ESRC.
Free Word would like to thank the Ashden Trust for their support towards
our Living Dangerously: Stories of Climate Change programme.
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